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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Responsibility for the education of all children of the state 
by the state is the accepted principle of most prominent educators.
This responsibility has not received equal recognition in all states, 
nor has it received equal recognition in all taxing units. In spite 
of these differences educational opportunities and expenditures have 
increased. The expansion of our public school system has resulted in 
a more democratized curriculum. Subject after subject was added to 
the offering till today the public school provides work from the kinder­
garten to the college level at public expense. This wide range of 
offerings presents a large number of problems which need solution. 
Possibly the greatest of these is the equalization of educational 
opportunity within the various organizational units.
This study is to be devoted to the problem of viewing the edu­
cational opportunities, equalities, and inequalities in Steele County, 
North Dakota.
In the spring of 1880 Messrs. E. H. Steele and S. S. Small of
/
Minneapolis, Minnesota, organized the famous Red River Land Company,
Inc. The company purchased fifty thousand acres of land from the 
Northern Pacific Railroad at a dollar an acre. Through the influence 
of this company the first railroad was brought to the county, 1882.
At the time the Red River Land Company purchased this land, G-riggs 
County was formed out of the west six tiers of townships of Traill 
County by an act of the territorial legislature. Cooperstown had
been started by B. C. Cooper in 1882. He wished to change the county 
seat from Hope to Cooperstown. In an election, 1882, Cooperstown won. 
Mr. E. H. Steele of the Hed River Land Company secured an injunction 
against the removal of the records but when the officer in charge of 
the papers arrived he found the records had already been removed.
A few days later a number of young Hope men drove to Coopers­
town. They arrived at midnight when the officers in charge of the 
records were asleep. These men broke the door and took the records 
back to Hope. The young men charged with the theft of the records 
were arrested and taken to Valley City for trial. Mr. Steele and 
Mr. Cooper were in conference during this hearing and decided to ask 
the territorial legislature to form a new county. Persuant to this 
agreement Steele County was organized June 13, 1883, in accordance 
with an act of the Dakota territorial legislature approved March 8, 
1883. Two ranges, 54 and 55, were taken from Traill County and two 
ranges, 56 and 57, were taken from Griggs County to form a new county.
Steele County is situated on the western margin of the famous 
Red River of the North. The location of this county in North Dakota 
is shown on figure 1. The area, 720 square miles or 460,800 acres, is 
divided into twenty congressional townships and measures twenty-four 
miles east and west and thirty miles north and south. It is bounded 
on the north by Grand Porks and Nelson Counties, on the east by Traill, 
on the south by Cass and Barnes, and on the west by Griggs.
Geologic Pormations and Climatic Conditions
Two varieties of topography are represented within the county.
3
U. S. Department of Agriculture D ivision of Publications
The Pembina Escarpment passes southward through it, separating the 
four northern townships of the eastern tier from the remainder of 
the county. These four townships lie in the Red River Valley Plain 
and have the topography of a wave washed shore of a retreating lake. 
This area was covered by the waters of Lake Agassiz. The remaining 
four-fifths of the county lies on the higher upland west of the es­
carpment. The rolling surface here characterizes a young drift plain. 
The difference in altitude between these two formations is 200 to 300 
feet.
The Goose River flows through two of the northern townships and 
the Sheyenne River touches two of the western townships. These rivers 
furnish excellent drainage for the county. The water within this area 
is clear, free from alkali, and may be found at a depth of from twenty 
to sixty-five feet. The soil is a deep, rich, black loam surface un­
derlaid with a clay subsoil. It is well adapted to the raising of 
grains, garden vegetables, and fruits.
The climate is pleasant. The air is bracing and invigorating.
A wide range of temperature between the winter and summer months is 
common. The 1934 range was from 106 degrees to minus 22 degrees. The 
mean annual temperature was 45.61 degrees. These extremes are not felt 
so keenly because of the low humidity. The snowfall is comparatively 
light but what comes usually lasts all winter. The average anmal 
precipitation for this section of the state is about 18 inches. During 
the drought years the precipitation was decidedly lower. The 1936 re­
port indicates a rainfall of less than eight inches.2 Prom two-thirds
^■United States Department of Agriculture, Weather Bureau Report 
1934-35.
2Ibid., 1936.
to three-fourths of the annual precipitation occurs during the growing 
season, April to August. The long hours of daylight and the large 
amount of sunshine - fifty-seven per cent in 1934 - provide a good 
growing season. Under normal conditions, good yields of grain are 
produced.
Population
The population of 6,972 is entirely rural. Of this number,
74.92 per cent or 5,224 is classed as rural farm population and 25.07 
per cent or 1.748 as rural non farm. The population is limited to the 
white race as no other races were recorded. The native white make up 
84.12 per cent and the foreign horn make up 15.88 per cent of the 
entire population. Of these foreign horn eighty-two per cent, 919, 
were horn in Norway, Denmark, or Sweden. Forty-one or three and 
seven-tenths per cent were horn in Germany. Thus it is very evident 
that the people of northern Europe predominate in the county. Table 1 
shows the distribution and classification of the population within the 
various civil divisions. The population is very evenly distributed 
over the entire county. Excluding the incorporated villages and 
towns, Riverside Township with 188 and Newburgh with 432 present 
the extremes. The density per square mile for the county is 9.7 as 
compared to 9.7 for the state and forty-one for the United States as 
a whole.
Since the county is predominately rural, the large majority 
of the people are engaged in the agricultural occupation. The occupa­
tions represented in the county with the comparative number in each are 
given in tabular form (Table 2). Over seventy-one per cent of those
^United States Government Census 1930.
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Beaver Creek Township 289 173 116 244 91 153 45
Broadlawn it 226 127 99 184 77 107 42
Carpenter H 193 105 88 167 99 68 26
Colgate n 280 151 129 251 156 95 29
Easton H 202 119 83 167 83 84 35
Edendale it 247 137 110 220 113 107 27
linger H 353 193 160 307 138 169 46
Finley City 587 287 300 498 210 288 89
Finley Township 283 142 141 243 87 156 40
Franklin 0 291 158 133 240 84 156 51
Golden Lake n 338 166 172 287 93 194 51
Greenview 0 239 127 112 196 65 131 43
Hope City 535 249 286 483 298 185 52
Hugo s 205 123 82 176 87 89 29
Luverne Tillage 177 97 80 138 49 89 39
Melrose 0 288 159 129 243 118 125 45
Newburgh 0 432 224 208 375 180 195 57
Primrose 0 288 160 128 229 49 180 59
Riverside 0 188 104 84 137 48 89 51
Sharon o 210 124 86 176 69 107 34
Sharon Village 328 181 147 225 82 173 73
Sherbrooke 0 263 127 136 218 106 112 45
Westfield 0 331 188 143 281 93 188 50
Willow Lake H 199 114 85 150 55 95 49
County 6,972 3,735 3,237 5,865 2,,530 3,335 1,107
^United States Government Census 1930.
gainfully employed are in the field of agriculture. All other trades 
or professions are incidental to the major industry, agriculture.
The county is well served by three branches of the Great 
Northern Bailroad. A well maintained system of roads and highways
Table 2
Occupations of the Gainfully Employed8,
Number Engaged_____Per Cent
All Industries 2,539 100.
Agriculture 1,822 72.1
Building Industry 38 1.4
Clothing Industry, Laundry, etc. 2 .1
Bakeries and Pood Industries 13 .5
Automobile Factories and Service 41 1.6
Iron and Steel Industry 5 .2
Paper, Printing, and Allied 9 .3
Independent Hand Trades 16 .6
Other Manufacturing Industries 11 .4
Construction and Maintenance of Streets 10 .3
Postal Service 18 .7
Steam and Street Railroads 29 1.1
Telegraph and Telephone 9 .3
Other Transportation and Communication 17 .7
Banking, Brokerage, Insurance 15 .6
Wholesale and Retail - Except Automobiles 100 3.1
Other Trades 23 1.
Public Service (not elsewhere classified) 17 .7
Recreation and Amusement 9 .3
Other Professional or Semi-Professional 139 6.1
Hotels, Restaurant, Boarding Houses 23 .9
Other Domestic or Personal Service 131 5.4
Industry Not Specified 41 1.6
aUnited States Government Census 1930.
provides routes for transportation. Power lines furnish electricity 
to the villages and cities. These will he considered in detail with 
proper supporting data in their relationship to the school and the 
child.
The Problem
The United States Government has constructed a modern, well 
equipped consolidated school at Belcourt, North Dakota, to serve the 
educational needs of all the Indian children on that reservation. A 
well planned system of highways and a well organised fleet of motor 
buses provides the transportation for the students. The writer was 
present at the dedication of that school building and was favorably 
impressed with the idea of rural consolidation. Is it possible and 
profitable to consolidate the rural communities and provide greater 
equality of opportunity for all children? Consolidation of land values 
means the consolidation of homes and children. This naturally involves 
special problems. Why should districts with consolidated land areas 
maintain a number of individual and one-room schools? If they do so 
the equality of opportunity within such a district becomes a farce. 
There must be a wrong concept of equal opportunity.
All children are and should be entitled to equal and rich 
social opportunities. Consolidation is not a problem recently con­
ceived. During the earlier years of American history, cities main­
tained a large number of small schools in the different sections of 
the city. The small schools showed their faultiness and soon the 
citizens began to demand consolidation. The different districts were
unified and the students sent to one central location to school. Thus
the consolidation problem for many cities has been definitely solved. 
The consolidation movement started in the cities and has spread to 
the rural country areas. Will rural consolidation be as successful 
as urban consolidation? With these questions in mind the present 
study was planned. The problem briefly stated is to survey the con­
ditions of schools in Steele County in order to appraise intelligently 
the ability to support, the effort put forth to maintain schools, the 
present educational opportunities, and the system of pupil transporta­
tion with a view of determining the possibilities of consolidation 
and the elimination of inconsistencies in present practices.
Sources of Information
The data for this study were obtained from the original 
records in the offices of the superintendent of schools, and the 
auditor. Transportation facts were obtained by a short question­
naire sent directly to the bus drivers in the individual districts.
The data relative to the students, homes, and the school were ob­
tained through the help of the teachers and superintendents in the 
schools. Records relative to the road and highway conditions were 
received through the offices of the North Dakota Highway Department 
and the Greater North Dakota Association.
Limitation
This study shall be limited to the schools and school districts
f* o u 0 ©nwithin Steele County. Colgate District includes ====== sections lo­
cated within Cass County. The records of this area will be taken as 
they are forwarded to the Finley office. This small area will there­
fore be considered as a part of Steele County in this study. This
study should not he taken to indicate the feasibility of consolida­
tion outside of the county. It deals with general and special con­
ditions found in Steele County.
CHAPTER 2
THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SITUATION
The district organization in Steele County is typical of the 
organization found in other rural communities in North Dakota. The 
twenty congressional townships within the county are divided into 
twenty-one separate school districts. Of these twenty-one districts, 
nineteen are legally organized as common school districts and three 
as special school districts. The three special districts are Colgate. 
Hope, and Willow Lake. The three largest towns within the county, 
Finley, Hope, and Sharon, maintain classified schools. Four of the 
smaller villages and towns, Blabon, Colgate, Luveme, and Pickert 
maintain consolidated schools. Two of the districts maintaining 
graded or consolidated schools also maintain a one-room rural school 
within their area. Fourteen districts maintain only one-room rural 
schools, with an average of four schoolhouses in each district. The 
only district that does not lie entirely within the hounds of Steele 
Comity is Colgate District. This district takes in fourteen sections 
that lie within Cass County. The district boundaries indicate that 
the organizers did not adhere to county, township nor section lines.
The northeastern corner sections show an exceptionally large 
number of one-room rural schools. Newburgh District alone has six 
one-room schools. The number of school houses in the eastern half 
of the county is much greater than the number in the western half.
The consolidated and classified schools are located in the western 
half of the county. This is doubtlessly due to the railroads and 
railroad centers. A map presents the county and the classification
of the districts and also the location of the school houses (Figure 2). 
In a number of instances the school buildings are not centrally nor 
conveniently located. In a number of instances the buildings are 
located in one comer - Willow Lake is an example of such a district.
In the case of Melrose, the school is located in the north central 
part of the area served. Students in the outlying parts of these 
districts must necessarily depend upon transportation to go to and 
from school.
All districts are organized as common or special districts 
and serve definite areas (Table 3).
Table 3








Newburgh 1 common 36
Beaver Creek 2 it 36
Finley 3 H 4
Norman 4 it 36
Greenview 5 R 36
Easton 6 N 36
Sherbrooke 7 n 36
Primrose 8 B 36
Bdendale 9 H 36
Riverside 11 n 36
Unger 12 H 36
New Bergan 14 it 32
Broadlawn 15 r 36
Melrose 16 R 30
Hugo 17 H 30
Westfield 19 R 36
Franklin 20 It 36
Golden Lake 21 R 36
Hope 10 special 52
Colgate 13 R 46
Willow Lake 18 H 36
Sixteen of the given school districts are organized along the
congressional township lines and serve the entire township. The re­
maining five districts vary in size. The extremes are: Finley Dis-

trict, which serves an area of only four sections and Hope District, 
which serves fifty-two sections.
In order to get a more complete overview of the situation as 
a whole, the school districts were classified (Table 4). In this 
table the graded and consolidated districts were individually listed 
but the rural districts were considered as a group. Of the seven 
districts organized as either graded or consolidated, six provide 
for high school work. Five of these provide for a four-year high 
school program in addition to the elementary grade subjects. One 
provides for only three years of high school work. Only one school 




























3 1 1 4
4 1 1 4
6 1 1
10 1 1 1 1 4
13 1 1 4
16 1 1 3
18 1 1 1 1 4
All other 
rural 60 60
Total 62 4 3 63 6
aIn use in 1936-37.
Records indicate that during the school year 1936-37 there 
were maintained within Steele County sixty-two one-room rural schools, 
four consolidated schools and three classified schools or a total of 
sixty-nine schools.
Current Educational Program
During the recent years there has been a very pronounced 
tendency toward a more closely correlated curriculum. This tendency 
has as one of its aims the elimination of the large number of subjects 
that shall legally be included in the program of studies. A rural 
school teacher invariably finds it necessary to offer the subjects 
for the first eight grades. In a number of instances she may find 
a grade or two in which she has no students. The very fact that 
eight grades may be represented means that the enrollment in any one 
grade must necessarily be small. A large number of grades necessi­
tates a large number of classes. A short recitation period is the 
obvious result. Another inevitable result of the large number of 
grades represented is the lack of sufficient time for supervised 
study and play.
A study of daily programs presents definite existing diffi­
culties and problems. A well arranged and well planned yet typical 
rural school program taken from one of the rural schools within 
Oreenview Township is chosen for consideration (Table 5). In this 
program every period of the teacher's time is used in constructive 
teaching. The great number of subjects permit no time for supervision 
of study. The school day has been divided into twenty-eight periods, 
and except for the noon hour of supervised lunch and play the longest
Table 5
Daily Program of a Typical One-Room Rural School 
in Greenview Township 
1937-1938
Time Duration Class Grade
9:00 15 Opening Exercises All
9:15 10 Reading 1
9:25 15 Reading 3
9:40 10 Reading 4
9:50 15 Reading 5,6
10:05 15 Literature (2) Grammar (3) 7
10:20 10 Numbers 1
10:30 15 Supervised Play
10:45 25 Arithmetic 4,5,6,7
11:10 10 Word Drill, Phonics 1
11:20 10 Word Drill, Phonics 3,4
11:30 15 Spelling (M.W.F.)-3,4,5 (T.T.F.) 6,7
11:45 15 Handwriting (3) Art (2)
12:00 60 Supervised Lunch, Play
1:00 10 General Exercises
1:10 10 Language 1
1:20 15 Language 3,4
1:35 15 Geography 7
i:50 15 Geography 5,6
2:05 10 Geography (2) Hygiene (3) 4
2:15 10 Numbers 3
2:25 15 Supervised Play
2:40 15 History 7
2:55 15 Language 5,6
3:10 15 Nature Study (M.T.) 4,5
Activities (ff.T.P.) 1,3
3:25 10 Teacher’s Help (3) Hygiene (2) 6
3:35 10 Reading 1
3:45 15 Agriculture and Nat Tire Study (3) 6,7
Health Education (2) 7
period is twenty-fire minutes in length. During this twenty-fire 
minute period the teacher shall provide for four different grades. 
Eleven of the twenty-eight periods last only ten minutes. The majority 
of the periods last only fifteen minutes. The rural school teacher 
shall receive special training in a large number of different fields,
such as English, social science, natural science, mathematics, etc. 
The children enrolled in such one-room rural schools range from the 
six-year-old beginner to the adolescent child. It is very evident 
that few individuals would meet the proper educational and personal 
qualifications to fill such varied and widely ranged positions. The 
small remuneration given to one-room rural school teachers would 
further reduce the number who might be qualified but who would be 
willing to accept such a position.
A number of subjects must be alternated and taught only two 
or three times a week. Seven different alternations are provided 
for in this program of studies. Important subjects such as grammar, 
spelling, art, and general activities should require the daily atten­
tion of the teacher. The teacher with too many different subjects 
and too many different grades finds that she must sacrifice some­
where to meet the demands of all the students.
The program of studies taken from a consolidated school shows 
grades one to nine divided among three teachers and grades nine 
through twelve between two teachers. Under this arrangement the 
number of periods per day per teacher has decreased by eight. The 
length of each individual period has increased. The average length 
is eighteen minutes. During this period only one grade is taught. 
This program also provides for two directed study periods for each 
teacher. The longer period and the smaller number of grades should 
give to each teacher more time for individual student help. This 
should increase the general effectiveness of her instruction.
The primary or lower grade teacher finds it possible to give
two periods a day to the teaching of reading to her beginners. In 
no case was it found necessary to combine grades or classes. Entire 
periods are set aside for the teaching of one grade and for the super­
vision of special subjects. In the one-room rural school such spe­
cial supervision had to be a part of the regular class period.
The intermediate and upper grades offer the same basic sub­
jects as were offered in the rural school but again do not combine the 
grades. There definitely is less need for the alternation of subjects 
and the most important subjects can be studied daily.
Since the students are grouped for three different teachers, 
there will not be such a large range in age differences. The first 
three grades are in one room and under the care of one teacher (Table 
6). G-rades four and six are grouped under the supervision of a full 
time teacher (Table 7). Grades seven and eight are likewise grouped 
under the supervision of a full time teacher (Table 8). Grades nine 
to twelve are divided between two teachers (Table 9). We thus see in 
this organization the eight-four plan.
This particular school did not have any fifth grade repre­
sented. Thus the teacher really had charge of only two grades.
In the classified school daily program, the grades one to six 
are divided among four teachers, in the Hope School District. Grade 
one is individually provided for (Table 10). The fourth grade is 
likewise individually provided for (Table 11). Grades two and three 
are grouped as given in the program of studies (Table 12). Grades 
five and six are grouped similarly to grades two and three (Table 13).
_L_©
Table 6
Colgate Consolidated School Daily Program
For Grades 1, 2, 3
1937-1938
Time Duration Class Grade
9:00 15 Opening Exercises All
9:15 10 Word Drill 2
9:25 20 Heading 1
9:45 25 Heading 2
10:00 30 Heading 3
10:30 15 Hecess
10:45 15 Numbers 1
11:00 15 Numbers 2
11:15 15 Numbers 3
11:30 20 Phonics 2,3
11:50 10 Supervised Lunch
12:00 75 Noon
1:15 10 Opening Exercises
1:25 20 Language and Phonics 1
1:45 15 Language 2




3:00 15 Supervised Study
3:15 15 Heading 1
3:30 15 Spelling 2,3
3:45 15 Art and General Lessons
The length of the Individual period is little different from that in 
the consolidated school program. However, the fact that the grade is 
redivided and classified is noteworthy.
The grades are divided into A, B, and C groups. Separate 
periods of study and recitation are assigned to each group. The 
slower student can and will receive special help and drill and the 
superior student will he encouraged to forge ahead more rapidly in 
doing more creative work. Additional subjects are added to the
Table 7
Colgate Consolidated School Daily Program
For Grades 4 and 6
1937-1938a
Time Duration Class Grade
9:00 15 Opening Exercises All
9:15 25 Heading 4
9:40 25 Arithmetic 6
10:05 25 Arithmetic 4
10:30 15 Recess
10:45 20 Reading 6
11:05 25 Spelling 4,6
11:30 20 Writing - Art
11:50 10 Supervised Lunch
12:00 75 Noon
1:15 15 General Lessons
1:30 15 Study Period
1:45 25 Geography (3) Health (2) 6
2:10 20 Language - Literature 4
2:30 15 Recess
2:45 15 Study Period
3:00 20 Language - Literature 6
3:20 20 Geography - Health 4
3:40 20 Agriculture - History 6
aNo fifth grade students in school
studies. Separate periods are set aside for daily work in music, 
social activities, and projects. Daily periods given to these basic 
activities permit the teaching of the basic fundamentals but more 
than that it provides for greater emphasis upon the practical appli­
cation of 3uch arts. Practical application ie necessary to arouse 
keener interest. With the interest will come the desire to do crea­
tive work. Extensive and intensive teaching will guide into creative 
channels and will evaluate and encourage original efforts.
One outstanding difficulty of most slow students is the lack 
of being able to read fluently. Under this program special provision
Table 8
Colgate Consolidated School Daily Program
For Grades 7 and 8
1937-1938
Time Duration Class Grade
9:00 15 Opening Exercises All
9:15 25 Arithmetic 7
9:40 20 Arithmetic 8
10:00 20 Agriculture 7
10:20 20 Citizenship 8
10:40 20 Health 7
11:00 20 Supervised Study
11:20 30 History and Current Events
11:50 10 Supervised Lunch
12:00 75 Noon
1:16 15 General Lessons
1:30 15 Supervised Study
1:45 20 Geography 7
2:05 25 Grammar and Literature 8
2:30 20 Grammar and Literature 7
2:50 10 Supervised Study
3:00 15 Spelling 8
3:15 15 Spelling 7
3:30 30 Penmanship - Art 7,8
Table 9




Time Duration Class Class
9:00 20 General Exercises
9:20 40 English 17 Algebra
10:00 40 English II U. S. History
10:40 40 Assembly Commercial Law
11:20 40 Geography Assembly
12:00 80 Noon
1:20 40 Bookkeeping Modern History
2:00 40 English I Laboratory (T. T.)2:40 40 Assembly General Science
3:20 40 Glee Club
Boys (M. W.) Girls
Physical Education
Girls (T. T.) Boys
Table 10
Hope Classified School Daily Program
Grade 1
1937-1938
Time Duration Class Group
9:00 15 Opening Exercises All
9:15 20 Heading C
9:35 20 Heading B
9:55 20 Heading A
10:15 15 Hecess
10:30 15 Phonics All
10:45 15 Number Work B
11:00 15 Number Work A
11:20 20 Study Period
11:40 20 Agriculture and Nature Study
12:00 60 Noon
1:00 15 Music All
1:15 15 Writing B
1:30 15 Writing A
1:45 15 Language All
2:00 15 Hecess
2:15 20 Heading C
2:35 20 Heading B
2:55 20 Heading A
3:20 40 Heading
is made for reading and speech training. Phonics and word drill is 
extended into the fourth grade and oral as well as silent reading 
recitation periods are provided. The story hour provides a period 
for the development of the dramatic, declamatory, oratorical 
talent within the younger child. Too often such talent is dormant 
because it has never been released. In the rural school as well as 
in the smaller classified school no special time is provided for 
such activities and consequently that type of work is neglected.
The North Dakota statutes provide that after a child has
Table 11
Hope Classified School Daily Program
Grade 4
1937-1938
Time Duration Class Group
9:00 25 Supervised Study
9:25 20 Silent Heading B
9:45 15 Silent Heading A
10:00 15 Spelling
10:15 15 Penmanship (T.Th.) Health (M.W.P.)
10:30 15 Hecess
10:45 35 Arithmetic
11:20 20 Supervised Study
11:40 15 Project Period
11:55 65 Noon
1:00 15 Story Hour
1:15 20 Geography
1:35 20 Language B
1:55 20 Language A
2:15 15 Art
2:30 15 Hecess
2 :4 5 10 Phonics
2 :5 5 25 Music
3:20 20 Oral Reading B
3:40 20 Oral Heading A
completed the first eight grades he will not be compelled to continue 
his formal education. The social activities period provides for the 
training of such students. If a child does not attend any other 
school he may have no further opportunity to study social life and 
social behavior.
The program given in this classified school district was 
organized on the six-six plan. Under such arrangement more time and 
effort can be put forth to provide the proper vocational, avocational, 
and educational guidance to the adolescent child.
Table 12
Hope Classified School Daily Program 





9:00 25 Music All
9:25 20 Reading C
9:45 15 Reading B
10:00 15 Reading A
10:15 15 Recess
10:30 10 Spelling 2
10:40 20 Reading - Phonics 3
11:00 30 numbers 2
11:30 30 numbers 3
12:00 60 Noon
1:00 10 Story Hour
1:10 25 Language - Phonics 2
1:35 10 Spelling 3
1:45 15 Language 3
2:00 15 Recess
2:15 15 Writing - Art All
2:30 20 Reading C
2:50 20 Reading B
3:10 20 Reading A
3:30 20 Reading *- Health 3
The larger enrollment and the larger teaching force allows 
for more departmentalization. The result is efficiency in student 
training. When a single grade or subject is assigned to one teacher 
it is possible and advisable to separate the poorer students from 
the better students. Under such a program more individual profi­
ciency can be attained.
A comparison of Tables 5 to 14 further indicates that the 
greater the number of subjects and the greater the number of grades 
assigned to one teacher, the shorter the time will be used in directed
Table 13
Hope Classified School Daily Program 
Grades 5 and 6
1937-1938
Time Duration Class Grade
9 SCO 5 Enrollment
9J05 40 Arithmetic 6
9:45 25 Arithmetic 5
10:10 20 Reading - History 6
10:30 15 Recess
10:45 35 Music - Penmanship All
11:20 20 Hygiene 5,6
11:40 20 Nature Study - Agriculture 5,6
12:00 60 Noon
1:00 15 Opening Exercises
1:15 20 Language 5
1:35 20 Language 6
1:55 15 Study Period
2:10 20 Geography 5
2:30 15 Recess
2:45 20 Geography 6
3:05 20 Reading 5
3:25 10 Spelling All
3:35
3:47
17 Art - Social Activities 
Dismissal
All
study or in remedial work. Thus it seems that the student in a larger 
school has a great advantage over the student in a smaller school. A 
good teacher with one grade could reasonably be expected to accomplish 
more than a good teacher with two grades.
The comparison of the programs relating to high school study 
shows that the length of the period in the small school is the same 
as in the larger school. This is due partly to the definite length 
of the class period as set by the State Director of Secondary Educa­
tion. The number of subjects taught by each teacher is likewise
Table 14
Hope Classified School Daily Program 



























9:54 40 Assembly English II General 
Science 9
D.S. History












Laboratory Assembly Social 
Science 7
Laboratory Mathematics 8
1:02 40 Assembly English I World History
1:44 40 Algebra Assembly Chemistry General 
Science 7

















similar. However, the real difference is in the number of subjects 
offered and the number of possible electives for each student.
In the smaller school the administrative official has a greater 
teaching load than has the administrative official in the larger school. 
This naturally results in less active administration and supervision 
for the smaller school.
Student Enumeration and Enrollment 
According to the 1930 census the total population within Steele 
County was 6,792. Twenty-six per cent or 1,804 of these may be class­
ified as of school age. The enrollment records indicate that only 
nineteen per cent or 1,309 were actively enrolled in school work.
Many interesting facts relative to the enumeration and enroll­
ment statistics are evident (Table 15). The enumeration indicates that 
the number of children of school age varies greatly in the different 
districts. District number seventeen enumerates only twenty-six as 
of school age. District number ten enumerates 239 as of school age.
The average enumeration is eighty-six students. The reliability of 
the enumeration may be questioned. The record of enrollment shows 
that in the fourteenth and seventeenth districts the number enrolled 
is greater than the number enumerated. Even though we may allow for 
errors, the fact still stands that the number of students of school 
age varies greatly in the individual districts.
Column two likewise shows a variation. The extremes of enroll­
ment are not as outstanding as the extremes of enumeration. District 
number seventeen again shows the smallest number enrolled awd district 
number ten the greatest number with the totals of twenty-nine and 174
Table 15











1 129 84 45 65.1
2 78 64 14 82.
3 173 137a 36 79.2
4 129 H ? a 12 90.7
5 66 41 25 62.1
6 60 43 17 71.7
7 73 50 23 68.5
8 54 40 14 74.8
9 59 38 21 64.5
10 239 174 65 72.8
11 45 27 18 60.
12 103 45 58 43.7
13 101 85a 16 84.2
14 41 45
15 48 37 11 7-7,1
16 49 41a 8 83.7
17 26 29
18 80 77a 3 96.3
19 81 41 40 50.6
20 73 40 33 54.8
21 97 54 43 55.6
Total 1,804 1,309 502
Average 86 62 24 62.9
^Resident students only
respectively. Sixty-two students were enrolled in the average dis­
trict. A glance at the last column shows great variations in the 
per cent of enrollment. The range is from the lowest of forty- 
three per cent to the highest of ninety per cent.
A comparison of the enrollment and enumeration figures for 
the different groups is shown (Table 16). The rural districts 
enumerate more than half of the total number of students. This 
does not hold true for the enrollment figure. Here the rural dis-
Table 16









Schools 541 428 113 79.1
Consolidated
Schools 290 246 44 84.8
Rural
Schools 973 635 338 65.2
Total 1,804 1,309 495
Average 76.4
tricte drop to leas than half of the total number enrolled. The per 
cent enrolled shows that there is a decided drop. The consolidated 
group enrolls eighty-four per cent of its students; the classified 
group enrolls seventy-nine per cent of its students; but the rural 
district enrolls only sixty-five per cent of the number enumerated.
This drop can partially be accounted for. Some pupils of school age 
may be attending high school in some other district. Some might be 
recorded as out of school when in reality they are in another school 
as tuition students.
The number of enumerated students attending other schools varies 
within the different parts of the county and within the different town­
ships. The report of two high schools verifies such conclusion. These 
two schools report a total of twenty-nine graduates as of school age 
not attending within the county but attending other secondary schools. 
The type of school attended by such students differs greatly. The
following list gives the schools represented and the ntuaher of stu­
dents attending each schools State Teachers College, Mayville, North 
Dakota, 10; State University, Grand Porks, North Dakota, 5; Agricul­
tural College, Pargo, North Dakota, 2; Rochester, Minnesota, Nursing 
School, 2; Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota, 2; Interstate Busi­
ness College, Pargo, North Dakota, 1; Saint Olaf College, Northfield, 
Minnesota, 1; State Teachers College, Valley City, North Dakota, 1; 
University of Southern California, 1; and School of Science, Wahpeton, 
North Dakota, 1. It is clearly evident that the high school graduates 
enter different fields of training. The sane would doubtlessly be 
true of those graduates who are not attending school now. In order 
to provide for those students who do not continue their education at 
other schools, it would be necessary to inaugurate a program of adult 
education. Such a program would be well taken by many adults. The 
program of studies would be determined by the needs and desires of 
those enrolling. Today no provisions are made for the training of 
adults in Steele County. Adult education is advisable and with the 
present problem of unemployment, it should become a necessary part 
of the educational program of any corporate district.
The duty of the school is to teach pupils to do better the 
things they are most likely to do anyway. It is the duty of the 
school to reveal the higher and more lasting activities and make 
training possible. If our schools were meeting this demand to the 
fullest extent, we would enroll every student enumerated and of school 
age.
As previously stated all grades are represented in the districts.
A checkup on the number enrolled in each grade shows much uniformity. 
The number of children enrolled in grades one to eight in the larger 
school systems is compared (Table 17). The rural districts were taken 
as a group. The difference in the number per grade in these schools 
is in the ratio of one to two. It is evident that there is very little 
variation per grade. The rural districts number an average of four, 
five, six, or seven per grade. Grades nine to twelve have a slightly 
larger enrollment per grade than grades one to eight (Table 18). A 
total of 1,046 are enrolled in grades one to eight and a total of 256 
in grades nine to twelve.
Table 17
Enrollment by Grades Per District 
Grades 1 to 8
District
Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total
3 8 12 15 15 15 11 11 16 103
4 10 9 12 10 15 7 11 12 86
6 9 2 8 6 4 7 3 4 43
10 25 14 20 16 21 15 11 14 136
13 11 5 10 11 6 7 7 57
16 3 6 4 2 4 1 3 6 29
18 9 5 5 11 1 10 6 10 57
Above group
average 11 8 11 8 10 8 7 10 60
Rural
total 76 73 77 87 87 82 58 90 635
Average
rural school. 5 5 5 6 6 6 4 7 52
The uniformity of number enrolled in the different grades 
shows no particular elimination or drop off within the first eight 
grades. The elimination that does occur is more evident between the
Table 18
Enrollment by Grades Per District 
Grades 9 to 12
District
Humber 9 10 11 12
Total Grades 
9 - 1 2
Total
1 - 1 2
3 22 15 20 23 80 183
4 20 14 11 20 65 151
6
10 15 16 6 10 47 183
13 6 8 10 5 29 86
16 4 6 3 13 42
18 4 8 6 4 22 79
Total 71 67 56 62 256 724
Average per
district 12 11 9 10 44 121
eighth and ninth grades. A number of non-resident or tuition students 
enroll from the rural school districts. This should mean an increase 
in the number enrolled. A decrease means that some elimination is tak­
ing place at this time* If the school were satisfactorily meeting the 
desires of all students there would be no drop off here. An existing 
evil or problem is evident and must be remedied if our educational pro­
gram shall adequately prepare for future citizenry.
The enumeration and enrollment shows that the total number of 
boys and girls differs only slightly (Table 19). The total enumera­
tion within the county shows 900 boys and 904 girls. The enrollment 
totals show a smaller difference. Records seem to indicate that there 
are more boys out of school than girls. This comparison again cannot 
be definite because the enumeration statistics are inaccurate. In a 
number of instances the number enrolled is greater than the number
enumerated* This is obviously an error and is due to the fact that 
enumeration officials use inaccurate records as a basis rather than 























3 78 82 95 101
4 74 81 55 70
6 32 23 9 28 20 8
10 119 87 32 120 96 24
13 57 37 20 44 49
16 25 20 5 24 22 2
18 46 42 4 34 37
Total Rural
Districts 459 329 130 494 306 188
Average Rural
District 33 24 9 35 22 13
In a comparison of the attendance records of the classified, 
consolidated, and rural schools, it may logically be expected that 
the classified schools will lead in the total number enrolled and 
in the average daily attendance. The percentage of attendance shows 
that the classified schools maintain the best attendance record and 
the rural schools the lowest (Table 20). The rural group is the only 
group that falls below the average of ninety-six per cent. The best 
record stands at ninety-eight per cent. The average district enrolls 
sixty-six students, and has an average daily attendance of fifty-nine 
pupils with seven pupils being absent daily.
The total number of student teaching days stands at 251,445 
(Table 21). Of this number 7,081 must be considered as aggregate
Table 20















Classified 172.3 159. 13.3 98.
Consolidated 62.5 56.8 5.7 97.3
Rural 45.4 39. 6.4 95.2
Total Average 66.8 59.5 7.3 96.
Table 21
Aggregate Attendance Record by School Group








Classified 95,580 86,009 1,195 8,376
Consolidated 45,183 40,977 1,257 2,949
Rural 110,682 98,092 4,629 7,961
Grand Total 251,445 225,078 7,081 19,286
absences and 19,286 as nonmember days. The rural schools show the 
smallest number enrolled under average conditions but show the largest 
number of aggregate days of teaching. Likewise the number of aggregate 
days absent and the aggregate nonmember days is greatest in the rural 
schools. The problem of determining who is and who is not a nonmember 
seems to need solution. Records clearly indicate that often when a 
student is out of school for a number of consecutive days he is con­
sidered as a nonmember. There is no way to determine to what extent 
such practice is used. It does, however, mean that there is some dis-
crepancy in the nonmember and absence records.
Attendance records are important and efforts should he made 
to get at the real facts. The record of attendance shows to what 
extent the students and the communities avail themselves of the 
provided opportunities. The teacher offers her time daily to pro­
vide instruction and supervision. The enrollment of students makes 
it obligatory for her to furnish all proper equipment for instruction. 
Any absence thus is a direct economic loss to the taxpayer as well as 
to the student. We may logically consider the per cent of attendance 
as the ratio of the economic benefits accepted to the benefits pro­
vided. The greatest loss is thus found in the rural districts and 
the greatest advantage taken within the classified school districts.
One of the objectives in studying the attendance record is to 
compare the size of the district with the number enrolled or the per 
cent of attendance (Table 22). Since the rural school districts differ 
little in their respective size they were again considered as a group.
Table 22















3 183 99 4 45.75
4 151 97 36 4.17
6 43 97 36 1.17
10 183 98 52 3.52
13 86 97 46 1.87
16 42 99 30 1.25
18 79 96 36 2.19
All Rural
Total 635
Average 95.2 35.3 17.9
A directed comparison of the per cent of attendance column 
and the size of district column seems to show no definite relation. 
District number three with an area of only four square miles has an 
attendance record of ninety-nine per cent. This district incloses 
the town of Finley and takes in little outside territory. District 
number ten, which serves fifty-two square miles of area and also 
takes in a town, has a record of ninety-eight per cent.
The ratio of students per section again shows little or no 
correlation to the attendance record. Under the present organizational 
setup there will be little relation. Schools are in existence and 
organization or transportation problems are met as the emergency may 
arise. The practicability or the economy of the solution may not be 
questioned. Since the present system does not take into sufficient 
consideration detailed future planning, there will be no direct cor­
relation between the size of the present district and the student 
attendance record.
The Teacher
The schools in Steele County engage the services of one hundred 
teachers (Table 23). Seven more than half of this number are engaged 
in rural school teaching. Forty-three are engaged by schools that 
have two or more teachers. Hope with ten teachers employs the largest 
number. Of the total employed the largest number are women teachers. 
Eighty-three women teachers are employed and only seventeen men 
teachers. The rural schools employ only six men out of a total of fifty- 
seven teachers. There i6 only one school employing two or more teachers 
where no man teacher is hired. Two of the larger schools have three
men teachers each. There is thus no uniformity in the number of 
men and women teachers employed. This is due to the fact that the 
discretion of the board of education or of the superintendent deter­
mines the need of men or WOmen teachers.
Table 23
Teachers and Teachers' Salaries
District Umber of Number Number Average Salary
Group Teachers of Women of Men Per Month
3 8 6 2 $ 120.00
4 8 5 3 103.00
6 2 2 82.50
10 10 7 3 105.00
13 5 4 1 98.75
16 3 2 1 80.00
18 6 5 1 100.50
All Rural 57 51 6 58.39
Total 100 83 17
Average $ 73.66
The salary is decidedly higher in the non-rural districts 
than it is in the rural districts. District number three ranks 
first with the average salary of $120.00. District number sixteen 
ranks the lowest for the non-rural group with an average of eighty 
dollars per teacher per month. The rural school average is still 
lower and stands at $58.39 per teacher per month. The average for 
all schools, rural and non-rural, is $73.66.
A further comparison is shown of the remuneration given to men 
with that given to women (Table 24). The highest average salary for 
men is to be found in Finley District. Incidentally this same dis­
trict has also the highest salary for the average woman teacher.
Table 24
Comparison of Salaries of Men and Women Teachers
District Number of Teachers Average Salary Paid
Humber Men Women Men Women
Classified Schools
3 2 6 $ 152.50 $ 88.34
4 3 5 128.50 78.00
10 3 7 126.67 84.00
Classified Average 135.89 83.45
Consolidated Schools
6 2 82.50
13 1 4 120.00 77.50
16 1 2 90.00 80.00
18 1 5 130.00 71.00
Consolidated Average 113.34 77.78
All Rural Average 6 51 58.83 58.06
Total 17 83
County Average $ 105.75 $ 66.94
District number sixteen has the lowest salary for men in the non- 
rural group. Women teachers receive less remuneration per month 
than the men teachers. District number three shows a difference 
of $64.16 per month. The rural school salary for men and for women 
is very low but the difference between men and women teachers is 
only seventy-nine cents per month. The average for the entire 
county indicates that men receive $105.75 per month, whereas the 
women teachers receive only $66.94. This means the large difference 
of $38.81. Such a large difference between the pay given to men 
and women teachers doing the same work cannot well be justified. 
Proper consideration given to services offered would eliminate 
such a great difference.
The lack of properly developed salary schedules accounts for 
the difference in remuneration given to the teachers in the various 
districts and that given to men and women teachers. Educators today 
recognize that definite salary schedules are advisable. The deter­
mining factors in any schedule would necessarily include experience, 
training, and special service rendered. If education shall attract 
the able teachers, it must reward them accordingly. The pay given 
must be equal to that given in other professions or industries.
Professor A. V. Overn has very clearly and definitely stated
the desirable policies in his nine principles of Teacher Reward and
Recognition. These principles as put forth by him are:3-
Principle 1: Equality of educational opportunity is fostered 
by a compulsory salary schedule applied to all the teachers 
in a state, which recognizes amount of training, experience, 
progressive movement while in service, and public interest in 
the maintaining the best schools.
Principle 2: Salaries should be no higher than that they can 
be justified economically on the basis of the importance and 
the amount of service given and of the special contributions 
made by the teacher.
Principle 3: Teaching should offer other inducements in addi­
tion to reasonable salaries to attract young candidates of 
promise, because it is not now competing successfully with 
industry in salaries alone.
Principle 4: The teachers initial salary should be based 
upon the cost of living.
Principle 5: Accepted training beyond the minimum required 
of all should be rewarded beyond a barely living wage.
Principle 6: There should be a wide enough differential 
between initial and maximum salaries to make the profession 
attractive to young men and women of the highest capacity.
10vern, A. V., The Teacher in Modern Education (D. Appleton- 
Century Company, 1935), ch. 16.
Principle 7s A super-maximum salary should recognize unusual 
training which is judged to "be of value to the school, and un­
usually valuable contributions made by the teacher while in 
service.
Principle 8i The instruction of pupils should not be permitted 
to suffer by reason of the temporary absence or incapacity of 
the regular teacher.
Principle 9s The interest of public school pupils are best 
conserved when the profession of teaching is made attractive 
enough to induce capable women, even after they marry, to 
continue their professional work.
A checkup of the teacher experience record brings out evidence 
that the more experienced teachers are generally found in the classi­
fied and consolidated schools. The average high school teacher has 
more experience than the average grade teacher. The more inexperi­
enced teacher is to be found in the rural school. North Dakota is a 
predominantly rural state and the large number of rural one-room 
schools would naturally have the greater number of beginning teachers. 
It is also true that the beginning teacher is willing to accept a 
smaller salary to get practical experience. Since the remuneration 
within the rural school is smaller than that given in other larger 
schools, we find the greater per cent of beginning teachers in these 
one-room schools. The records relative to experience are so incom­
plete that no definite figures can be given. A properly developed 
salary schedule would require a closer checkup on the previous ex­
perience of all teachers within the county.
Proper ratios of teacher to pupil and pupil to teacher are 
necessary to gain the greatest economic advantages. In order to 
determine what ratios now exist it is necessary to compare the number 




District Humber Enroll- Teacher-Pupil Pupils Per
Grotq> Teachers ment Ratio School
3 8 183 1-22.9
4 8 151 1 - 18.9
6 2 43 1 - 21.5
10 10 183 1 - 18.3
13 5 86 1 - 17.2
16 3 42 1 - 1 4
18 6 79 1 - 13.2
All Rural 57 635 1 - 11.1 11.1
Total 100 1,309
Average 1 - 13.09 18.9
The average ratio for the county as a whole is one teacher
for every thirteen pupils enrolled. The lowest ratio is to be found
in the rural school districts, 1 - 11.1. District number three with 
a ratio of 1 - 22.9 has twice as many pupils per teacher as has the 
average rural school. The non-rural group shows a variation of from 
13.2 to 22.9 pupils per teacher. The ratio for any school or any 
group is lower than it should be to obtain the greatest economical 
efficiency. To increase the number of students per teacher, it would 
be necessary to consolidate some districts.
As was previously stated, the greater the number of teachers 
in a school the fewer the number of grades or subjects assigned to 
each teacher. Consequently the number of students per teacher may 
be greatly increased. Such increase under proper conditions will 
result in a lower per student cost. The proper teacher-pupil ratio 
for any school must be determined by investigation of conditions.
This is one of the many problems that the administrator must decide
upon. An efficient administrator will soon determine what ratio 
will satisfy the educational standards and the economic policies 
of his school.
Summary
The following statements briefly summarise the most important 
facts as stated in this chapter:
1. Of the twenty-one districts considered in this study, 
two-thirds or fourteen are maintaining three or more one-room rural 
schools.
2. The area of the school districts varies from four square 
miles to fifty-two square miles.
3. The teacher in the one-room school teaches the largest 
number of classes and grades per day.
4. Of the 1,804 students enumerated, only 1,309 or 62.9 
per cent are actively enrolled in school.
5. The attendance record shows that the students in the 
consolidated districts attend most regularly and the rural school 
pupils the least regularly.
6. The number of men teachers is only seventeen per cent 
of the total number but that these men teachers receive a higher 
salary than do women.
7. On an average there are thirteen pupils to every teacher.
S* Enumeration statistics are inaccurately reported by some 
officials.
9. School conditions in Steele County are typical of those 
conditions found in a predominantly rural area,in the Red River valley.
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CHAPTER 3
FINANCIAL SUPPORT AND EFFORT
Much has "been spoken and possibly more has been written 
relative to the equalization of educational opportunity. In a 
large number of instances the real factor which determines the 
services given to the public by its schools is the ability and 
the effort to provide the needed funds. Any industry which serves 
the public may rightfully have expectations and may also rightfully 
make demands from its citizenry.
The public is definitely increasing its expectations from the 
school. The phenomenal growth in the services rendered by the edu­
cational institutions requires a correspondingly greater public 
support. Limited resources too often determine the growth of and 
the extent of services rendered. Even with the staunch support and 
special contributions given to a school, the lack of sufficient 
funds is too often evident. Historical records indicate that busi­
ness must weather panics and depressions. It is an obvious fact 
that the value of taxable property fluctuates with economic changes. 
As the value of the property fluctuates so the income of the educa­
tional institutions changes from time to time. This is a deplorable 
condition and presents to our public today another great problem for 
solution.
Educational leaders have made many studies of the existing 
differences relative to the ability of different sections or states 
to support education. Norton found that the richest state is nearly 
six times as able to provide for its educational obligations as the
poorest stated He also states that North Dakota has a total of from 
$14,000 to $16,000 in wealth per child.
The twenty-one districts represented in Steele County show 
decided differences in the total value of taxable property in each 
district. All districts combined show an assessed evaluation of 
$7,102,536. This gives to the average district a sum of $338,215.
The lowest evaluation is to be found in district three with a total 
of $253,639. This is $74,596 below the average. The highest evalua­
tion is found in district ten with a total of $661,818. Thus the 
difference between the two extremes is $404,199. Incidentally, both 
of these districts maintain classified schools. District three serves 
the smallest area while district ten serves the largest area in the 
county. The general range seems to be between two hundred and four 
hundred thousand dollars.
The mill levies vary with a range of from two and ninety-eight 
hundredths to twenty-seven per cent. The legal limit of eighteen 
mills has been reached or been exceeded by five different districts.
Ten districts levied less than ten per cent upon the assessed evalua­
tion. All of these ten districts maintained only rural schools. The 
lower levies permit less service to be rendered in these districts.
The average levy for all schools within the county was 11.67 per cent.
The income received by the different districts upon the evalua­
tion basis naturally depends upon the levy made. District three with 
the largest levy upon the smallest evaluation receives a total levy
1Engelhardt, N. L., and Engelhardt, Fred, Public School Business 
Administration (Teachers College, Columbia University, 1927), pp. 239- 
40.
income of $6,849. District ten serving the largest area with a levy 
of only two-thirds that of district three receives a total levy in­
come of $11,913. This is the largest income received hy any district. 
The smallest income of only $1,000 is received hy the district which 
made the smallest levy. All of the districts received a combined 
levy income of $88,519.
The differences in the income received show plainly that there
is a decided difference in tie expenditures of funds based upon prop-
erty values . The average evaluation of $338,215 with an average lê
of 11.67 per cent yields an average income of $4,215. The last coli
shows that fourteen of the districts receive a total levy income of
less than the average (Table 26).
Table 26
Property Values and School Levy in Mills
District Total Assessed Mill Total Levy
Number Valuation Levy Income
1 $ 399,627 3.75 $ 1,500
2 310,259 7.22 2,239
3 253,639 27. 6,849
4 498,081 18. 8,965
5 290,482 8.61 2,500
6 369,985 14.87 5,500
7 277,918 10.8 3,0008 336,185 2.98 1,000









































20 323,121 8.36 2,700
21 291,708 10.29 3,000
Total $7,102,536 $ 88,519
Average $ 338,215 11.67 $ 4,215
Thus the fact that property values differ in different sections 
and states holds true likewise in this county. The taxable evalua­
tion also changes from time to time within the individual district.
A summarisation of the changes in taxable evaluation shows a drop dur­
ing the years 1934-1937. The drop was much greater in the last year 
than it was in the first year. The total assessed evaluation of 
$14,607,074 dropped to $14,254,898 the first year and to $7,102,536 
the second year. The drop in the last instance was twenty times as 
great as in the first. In every instance the total income of 1935- 
1936 was divided about in two for 1936-1937 (Table 27).
Table 27
Changes in Taxable Valuations During Last Three Tears
District 1934-1935 1935-1936 1936-1937
1 $ 835,878 $ 797,992 $ 399,627
2 645,660 622,064 310,259
3 515,680 499,204 253,639
4 1,023,714 1,011,226 498,081
5 610,304 581,054 290,482
6 768,538 741,938 369,985
7 583,798 555,212 277,918
8 704,608 672,982 336,185
9 619,912 595,914 297,853
10 1,387,648 1,339,876 661,818
11 529,048 512,844 255,728
12 737,100 705,538 353,504
13 696,540 668,724 334,398
14 571,650 554,134 273,100
15 654,882 617,074 311,851
16 554,492 726,866 356,779
17 554,492 524,224 262,836
18 798,990 772,868 381,759
19 540,540 552,848 261,905
20 651,860 648,054 323,121
21 616,742 584,262 291,708
Total $14,607,074 $14,254,898 $7,102,536
The definite drop in property valuations results in a corre­
sponding decrease in income from this source. If the service rendered 
shall not he decreased this income must he provided for from some other 
source. This must naturally come from other taxable sources or he pro­
vided for through grants or even loans.
Indebtedness of Districts
Twelve districts had provided funds for building, operating, or 
instructional service through the use of loans. A total of $129,243.39 
had been obtained in this manner. This is but one and two-tenths per 
cent of the total taxable property in the county. The North Dakota 
statutes permit the districts to borrow up to five per cent of their 
total evaluation. Special provisions are made whereby the electorate 
of a district may permit the increase of that indebtedness by another 
five per cent. Two of the districts have increased the total debts 
to over five per cent. The highest indebtedness is that of district 
ten with a debt amounting to seven and one-half per cent of the entire 
property evaluation. The rural districts which had made use of credit 
had -3---— ean average of $22,232.90 or only one-half of one per cent 
of the property value (Table 28).
A comparison of the total indebtedness with the number of stu­
dents enrolled shows that the range is from the lowest of ninety-one 
cents to the highest of $303.79 per student. This ninety-one cents 
per student is in the form of outstanding warrants and does not indi­
cate an actual loan in the form of certificates or bonds. Except for 
this one case, all classified or consolidated schools had actually made
Table 28











3 $ 253,639 $ 9,000.00 .035
4 498,081 1,117.25 .002
6 369,985 39.35 .001
10 661,818 50,209.32 .075
13 334,398 10,566.72 .032
16 356,779 12,077.85 .031
18 381,759 24,000.00 .061
Rural Average $ 4,246,077 $ 22,232.90 .005
Grand Total $ 7,102,536 $ 129,243.39 .012
use of credit. There seems to be no definite relation between the
enrollment and the indebtedness per child. District three with an 
enrollment of 183 records a debt of $49.18 per pupil. District ten 
with the same number of students enrolled records a debt of $274.37
per pupil. The rural districts with their services limited to only 
the elementary grades and subjects still record a debt per child of 
$35.01. This is about five times that recorded by district four 
which maintains a classified school and provides for all elementary 
work as well as for all high school work (Table 29).
Table 29






3 $ 9,000.00 $ 9,000.00 $ 49.18
4 1,117.25 1,117.25 7.39
6 39.35 39.35 .91
10 50,209.32 25,104.66 274.37
13 10,566.72 10,566.72 122.86
16 12,077.85 12,077.85 287.56
18 24,000.00 24,000.00 303.79
Rural Group $ 22,232.90 $ 35.01
All indebtedness may be classed under three headings. It
may be in the form of a bond, a certificate of indebtedness, or in 
warrants issued but unpaid. Only two districts indicate that they 
have no indebtedness of any kind. For more direct credit the bond 
seems to be favored more than the certificate. Ten districts show 
indebtedness in this form. The total of the bonds in any one district 
ranges from $1,400 to $35,496.17 with the average of $4,780.77. Only 
three districts show a bonded obligation of ten thousand dollars or 
over and only three with a bonded obligation of less than five thousand. 
The total bonded obligation of all districts stands at $100,396.17.
Obligations in the form of certificates are recorded by only 
six districts. The range here is from $1,025 to $2,200. All debts 
classed under this type total $9,925 or an average of $472.62 per 
district.. The records show that every district which has resorted 
to the use of bonds has greater bonded obligations than it has 
certificate obligations. Of the six districts having sold certifi­
cates of indebtedness, two have no bonded obligations. It seems 
obvious that the boards of education who need to use credit prefer 
the longer term loans. The shorter term credit, certificates of 
indebtedness, are used only for providing immediate needs.
Fifteen districts have obligations in the form of unpaid issued 
warrants. Three districts show a large sum outstanding in such credit. 
These three are Finley with a total of $1,117.25, Hope with a total of 
$12,513.15, and Colgate with a total of $4,066.72. All other districts 
have a comparatively small sum in such credit. This is in all probabil­
ities due to the fact that some warrants had not been presented for
fZ? A
payment "before the end of the fiscal year. A total of $18,422.22 
was outstanding in unpaid warrants. Thus the indebtedness of the 
average district stands at $6,154.45. Of this sum seventy-seven 
per cent is in the form of bonds, seven per cent in the form of 
certificates, and sixteen per cent in the form of unpaid warrants 
(Table 30).
Table 30
Classification of Indebtedness for All 
Districts in the County
District Indebtedness
Number Bonded Certificates Warrants Out Total
1 $ 23.10 $ 23.10
2 31.72 31.72




7 1,400.00 82.35 1,482.35
8 65.40 65.40
9 16.37 16.37
10 35,496.17 $ 2,200.00 12,513.15 50,209.32
11 1,025.00 85.15 1,110.15
12 1,200.00 40.80 1,240.80
13 5,000.00 1,500.00 4,066.72 10,566.72
14 3,000.00 3,000.00
15
16 10,000.00 2,000.00 77.85 12,077.85
17 20.45 20.45
18 22,000.00 2,000.00 24,000.00
19 5,500.00 88.24 5,588.24
20
21 1,700.00 154.32 1,854.32
Total $ 100,396.17 $ 9,925.00 $ 18,422.22 $ 129,243.39
Average 4,780.77 472.62 877.25 6,154.45
During these depression years the building programs have been 
more or less delayed. This will naturally decrease the number of bonds
issued. During the period of this study only one district sold 
bonds. Five districts redeemed some part of their standing bonded 
debts. The one bond sold for $1,500 and the total redeemed during 
this fiscal year was $8,303.85. The amount redeemed differs in in­
dividual districts. Two districts redeemed only $100 each and two 
redeemed $3,000 or more each. The total of bonds outstanding at the 
beginning of the fiscal year was $107,200. The balance at the end 
of the year was $100,396.17. The ten districts recording a bonded 
debt averaged an issue increase of $150 but a redemption of $830.38. 
Thus for these ten districts there was a decrease of $680.38 per 
district in the average of bonds outstanding at the beginning and 
the end of the period (Table 31).
Table 31













3 $ 11,000.00 $ 2,000.00 $ 9,000.00
5 7,400.00 100.00 7,300.00
7 3,000.00 $ 1,500.00 3,100.00 1,400.00






21 1,800.00 100.00 1,700.00
Total $ 107,200.00 $ 1,500.00 $ 8,303.83 $ 100,396.17
Average $ 10,720.00 $ 150.CO $ 830.38 $ 10,039.62
The bonded indebtedness indicates a decrease but the indebted­
ness in the form of certificates shows an increase during this period.
A total of $7,375 in certificates was outstanding July 1, 1936.
Only four districts owed any obligation in this form. During the 
year two of these four districts sold new certificates. Three other 
districts issued certificates. The largest amount issued daring the 
year was $2,000 and the smallest amount was $500. The small issue 
was again redeemed during the year. The total of certificates out­
standing increased from $7,375 to $9,925 or an increase of $2,550. 
The average of increase is $364.30 per district. Three of the seven 
districts having certificate obligations maintained rural schools 
only (Table 32).
Table 32
Trend in Indebtedness in Certificates
District Outstanding Issued Redeemed Balance
10 $ 3,200.00 $ 1,000.00 $ 2,200.00
11 $ 1,200.00 175.00 1,025.00
12 675.00 1,200.00 675.00 1,200.00
13 1,500.00 1,500.00
16 2,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 2,000.00
17 500.00 500.00
18 2,000.00 2,000.00
Total $ 7,375.00 $ 5,900.00 $ 3,350.00 $ 9,925.00
Average $ 1,052.14 $ 842.87 $ 478.57 $ 1,432.14
Obligations in warrants unpaid seem more common to all districts. 
Eleven districts had some obligations in warrants at the beginning of 
this fiscal period. At the close of the period the number had in­
creased to fifteen and the total outstanding had increased from 
$6,632.11 to $18,422.22. Only six districts show no obligations in 
warrants at the beginning or at the close. Two of these districts 
maintain consolidated or classified schools and the other four maintain
only rural schools. Thus the indebtedness in warrants outstanding 
seems a matter of individual policy and shows no direct relation 
to the type of district or the type of school maintained. The 
trend during this period is definitely upward. The average of in­
crease is $978.15 per district (Table 33).
Table 33
Trend in Indebtedness in Warrants Outstanding
District Outstanding July 1 Issued Redeemed Balance
1 $ 3,395.84 $ 3,372.74 $ 23.10
2 $ 18.56 3,503.84 3,472.12 31.72
3 10,977.78 10,977.78
4 253.54 13,825.67 12,708.42 1,117.25
5 2,685.31 2,685.31
6 59.32 5,361.37 5,322.02 39.35
7 21.75 3,402.29 3,319.94 82.35
8 16.00 2,219.36 2,153.96 65.40
9 15.75 2,287.45 2,271.08 16.37
10 5,022.56 83,273.07 10,759.92 12,513.15
11 4,831.03 4,745.88 85.15
12 32.46 2,779.05 2,738.25 40.80
13 1,096.87 11,019.85 6,953.13 4,066.72
14 3,182.41 3,182.41
15 2,305.43 2,305.43
16 6,089.55 6,011.70 77.85
17 71.30 3,275.98 3,255.53 20.45
18 7,169.97 7,169.97
19 24.00 3,524.29 3,436.05 88.24
20 2,846.78 2,846.78
21 3,277.77 3,123.45 154.32
Total $ 6,632.11 $ 121,234.09 $ 102,811.87 $ 18,422.88
Average $ 315.81 $ 5,773.05 $ 4,895.80 $ 877.25
The total of the bonded obligation seems to be decreasing.
As suggested the depression has had the tendency to limit the build­
ing programs. Not one building of any description was constructed 
during the fiscal year. The school structures in the classified and
consolidated districts are neither very recent nor modern. Some of 
these districts are greatly overcrowded and need more equipment and 
space. With better financial prospects these districts would doubt­
lessly speed up their building programs and thereby increase the total 
of their long term obligations. The increase in the percentage of 
uncollected taxes during these pressing years has necessitated finan­
cing with short term credit. Thus the drop in long term credit but 
the increase in short term obligations.
School District Incomes
Educational and historical records bear out the fact that local 
property taxation has borne the greatest share of the financial burden. 
During these later years there has been a decided movement toward more 
state and federal aid for schools. The North Dakota sales tax has as 
its primary purpose the equalization of educational opportunity. The 
State of North Dakota has thereby taken a definite move toward shoulder 
ing the responsibility which it justly has but had shifted to the local 
divisions. The county and the state are now apportioning funds to the 
individual districts. This has now been partly supplanted with the 
State Equalization Eund.
Property taxation still supplies the main and basic source of 
income. District ten has a larger total income than any other district 
The total income of $11,797.88 was received from the following sources: 
$7,251.74 from property tax, $625.24 from State Apportionment, $2,823 
from State Equalization, $555.52 from County Apportionment, and $515.38 
from miscellaneous sources. Of the total income for the general fund,
sixty and six-tenths per cent was received from property taxes and 
thirty-nine and four-tenths per cent from all other sources. District 
eight with the smallest total income shows that out of a total of 
$1,343.71 sixty-six per cent was obtained from property taxation.
The averages for all districts indicate that sixty-three and eight- 
tenths per cent is obtained from property taxation, six and seven- 
tenths per cent from State Apportionment, twelve and three-tenths 
per cent from State Equalization, six and one-tenth per cent from 
County Apportionment and eleven and one-tenth per cent from other 
sources. The first column shows that every district depends largely 
upon the property tax (Table 34). It does also show that the larger 
sums in State Equalization have been given to the districts that 
maintain consolidated or classified systems. This is as it should 
be. A system with a large number of small one-room schools should 
be discouraged and the larger units given more encouragement.
Local sources of income are based largely upon the property 
tax. District thirteen obtained one hundred per cent of its local 
taxes from this source. District three received a total property tax 
income of $6,079.20 and a total of $2,374.50 from other local sources. 
The average rural district received only $29.89 from local sources 
other than property tax of loans. The average for the entire county 
proves that of all local incomes, eighty-four and five-tenths per 
cent is derived directly from the property tax, five per cent from 
revenue and non-revenue sources, and ten and five-tenths per cent 
from loans. The payment of the credit obligation again depends to 
a large degree upon the property tax for future payment. Thus it
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School District Incomes for the General Fund
Table 34
Prop- State State County
erty- Appor- Equali- Appor- Other
trict Taxation tionment zation_____tionment Sources Total
1 $ 2,032.97 $ 609.88 $ 210.00 $ 353.92 $ 77.36 $ 3,284.13
2 2,044.31 278.46 175.00 197.34 4.70 2,699.81
3 6,079.30 360.50 1,308.00 392.00 2,374.50 10,514.20
4 7,306.76 571.20 2,187.00 404.80 491.44 10,961.20
5 1,249.41 224.91 159.39 210.00 1,843.71
6 5,345.61 196.86 126.00 114.24 38.00 5,820.71
7 1,711.37 339.68 252.00 197.12 2,500.17
8 1,000.87 217.77 196.00 154.33 87.74 1,656.71
9 2,022.10 463.06 189.00 159.04 10.00 2,843.20
10 7,251.74 652.24 2,823.00 555.52 515.38 11,797.88
11 1,045.56 162.40 253.50 179.20 1,222.65 2,863.31
12 1,779.09 327.70 234.50 361.60 1,200.00 3,902.89
13 5,069.93 270.89 1,117.50 230.72 6,689.04
14 1,420.33 237.80 234.50 262.40 2,155.03
15 1,467.61 216.16 570.50 125.44 2,379.71
16 3,585.65 206.05 595.50 166.05 2,006.63 6,559.88
17 2,049.86 144.65 189.00 190.85 709.50 3,283.86
18 3,990.88 218.29 569.50 302.77 2,038.20 7,119.64
19 1,348.47 355.12 245.00 206.08 2,154.67
20 1,910.82 370.56 238.00 215.04 2,734.42
21 1,843.41 93.10 224.00 486.40 2,646.91
Total $61,555.95 $6,517.28 $11,937.50 $5,414.25 $10,718.65 $96,411.08
Average $ 2,931.24 $ 310.35 $ 568.45 $ 257.82 $ 510.41 $ 4,591.48
wonld be true to state that of the entire local incomes only about five 
per cent is not directly dependent upon the property tax (Table 35).
The schools of the county expend various amounts of their total 
receipts. The amount varies from little more than half to practically 
the entire amount. A summary of the comparison of the total receipts 
with the total expended is shown (Table 36). The balance column shows 
the range to be from $4,359.42 to $12.75. A total of $131,240.11 was 
received by all districts in the county. Of this sum $102,811.87 or 
seventy-eight per cent was expended during the fiscal year.
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3 $ 6,079.20 $ 2,374.50 $ $ 8,453.70
4 7,306.76 223.99 7,530.75
6 5,345.61 38.00 5,383.61
10 7,251.74 515.31 7,767.05
13 5,069.93 5,069.93
16 3,585.65 6.63 2,000.00 5,592.28
18 3,990.88 38.20 2,000.00 6,029.08
Rural
Average $ 1,637.58 $ 29.89 $ 221.68 $ 1,889.15
Total $61,555.95 $ 3,615.15 $ 7,103.50 $72,274.60
County
Average $ 2,931.25 $ 172.15 $ 338.26 $ 3,441.65
To determine the general trend of total incomes during the pre­
vious years, it is necessary to consider the actual incomes rather than 
the mill levy made. A comparison of the incomes for the districts dur­
ing the present and the past fiscal periods gives to us the results as 
tabulated (Table 37). Only two districts show an increase in any sum. 
District six, which recorded the largest amount of the annual income 
not expended, shows an increase of $1,043.06. District sixteen, re­
corded the small increase of one dollar and twenty-seven cents. All 
other districts showed a decrease in income. The decrease ranged from 
the highest of $5,672.83 to the lowest of $796.59. Tor this comparison 
the rural districts were grouped and the average only given. The de­
crease for the average rural group amounted to the sum of $857.32. The 
drop in income for the entire county was equal to thirteen per cent of 
the annual income of the first fiscal period.
fable 36




1 $ 6,472.40 $ 3,372.74 $ 3,099.66
2 4,727.27 3,472.12 1,255.15
3 12,265.96 10,977.78 1,288.18
4 12,810.53 12,708.42 102.11
5 2,685.31 2,672.56 12.75
6 9,681.60 5,322.02 4,359.42
7 4,666.38 3,319.94 1,346.44
8 4,545.94 2,153.96 2,391.98
9 3,342.18 2,271.08 1,071.40
10 13,060.31 10,759.92 2,300.39
11 5,191.81 4,745.88 445.93
12 3,960.37 2,738.25 1,222.12
13 7,030.87 6,953.13 77.74
14 4,837.17 3,182.41 1,654.76
15 2,728.96 2,305.43 423.53
16 6,601.34 6,011.70 589.64
17 4,125.33 3,255.53 869.80
18 9,100.76 7,169.97 1,930.79
19 4,295.56 3,436.05 859.51
20 4,988.44 2,846.78 2,141.66
21 4,134.30 3,123.45 1,010.85
Total $131,240.11 $102,811.87 $28,428.31
Average $ 6,249.53 $ 4,895.80 $ 1,353.73
Table 37 
Income Changes
District 1935-36 1936-37 Increase Decrease
3 $ 13,363.71 $ 12,265.96 $ 1,097.75
4 13,910.71 12,810.53 1,100.18
6 8,638.54 9,681.60 $ 1,043.06
10 18,733.14 13,060.31 5,672.83
13 8,163.63 7,030.87 1,132.76
16 6,600.07 6,601.34 1.27
18 8,897.35 9,100.76 796.59
Rural
Average $ 5,193.13 $ 4,335.81 $ 857.32
Total
Average $ 7,238.62 $ 6,249.53 $ 989.09
During the earlier years of United States history* incomes 
were generally thought to be free from taxation. With the inarch of 
events came the addition of the Sixteenth Amendment to the United 
States Constitution. States also began to tax the incomes of its 
citizens. In 1919 nine states collected only $5,278,000 in income 
taxes. Ten years later this amount had increased so that eleven 
states collected $74,595,000 in this manner. The tendency has been 
steadily upward. States decrease the total incomes which are exempt 
and increase the graduated tax. North Dakota has followed this gen­
eral tendency* Today an ever larger per cent of the monies collected 
by the state comes from taxed incomes.
Taxation of incomes has had a definite influence upon the total 
of monies that the states have granted to education. Under such equal­
ization the local property values should become less and less important 
in determining the educational incomes of any one district. The tend­
ency of equalizing opportunity by general taxation rather than local 
taxation is commendable and ̂ >111 be practiced more in the future.
Under proper equalization the state £-2u^§houlder full responsibility 
for providing more uniform opportunities to all students of school age 
in all sections of its area.
Efforts Put Forth by Districts
As the total evaluations, incomes, and obligations differ so 
the total of expenditure per pupil enrolled differs. The district 
with the smallest enrollment shows the largest expenditure per pupil. 
The district with the largest enrollment shows the smallest expenditure 
per child enrolled. These two extremes are district number sixteen
60
with only forty-two enrolled hut an expenditure of $143.13 per pupil, 
and district ten with 183 enrolled and an expenditure of $58.79 per 
pupil. All other expenditures range between these two with the aver­
age being $78.54 per pupil. The rural districts show an average of 
$66.63 or $11.91 below the general average. It seems to be very ob­
vious that there is a definite relation between enrollment and ex­
penditure (Table 38). The larger the number of students in a school 
the lower, correspondingly, is the expenditure per pupil. Thus the 
smaller the enrollment in a district the higher the proportionate 
amount expended per pupil. Enrollment can thus not be considered 
as the sole basis for comparison of efforts put forth.
Table 38






3 $ 10,977.78 183 $ 59.98
4 12,708.42 151 84.16
6 5,322.02 43 123.76
10 10,759.92 183 58.79
13 6,953.13 86 80.85
16 6,011.70 42 143.13
18 7,169.97 79 90.76
Rural Average $ 3,064.01 46 $ 66.63
Grand Total $102,811.87 1,309
Average $ 78.54
Records put forth in summarized form verify the fact that the 
amount spent per teacher varies greatly also (Table 39). In this com­
parison the range varies from $766 to $2,661.01 per teacher. The rural 
schools have decidedly the lowest expenditure per teacher. Of the
consolidated and classified group the school with the smallest number 
of teachers shows the highest expenditure and the school with the 
largest number of teachers the smallest expenditure per teacher.
There seems to be a direct relation between the number of teachers 
and the amount expended per teacher. The average expended per teacher 
for all districts stands at $1,028.12. This average is brought down 
by the rural districts. The expenditure per teacher can again not 
be considered in any valid attempt to determine the real effort put 
forth.
These last two comparisons brought forth very directly and 
vividly that the school with the larger enrollment and the larger 
teaching force is expending proportionately less per individual*
It thus indicates definitely that the most economical systems enroll 
more students and hire a larger teaching force. If that is the case, 
then it must be and is a move of economy to combine districts, enlarge 
enrollments and increase the number of faculty members.
There is a large difference of opinion among educators as to 
the real bases for determining the effort put forth by various dis- 
trists in the maintenance of the educational systems. Physiographic, 
geographic, and climatic factors play a major part in determining the 
location of taxable wealth. The concentration of wealth, the density 
of population, the industrial possibilities, and other factors of 
greater or less importance determine the willingness of an organized 
society to put forth effort in the training and preparation of the future 








3 $ 10,977.78 8 $ 1,372.22
4 12,708.42 8 1,588.55
6 5,322.02 2 2,661.01
10 10,759.92 10 1,075.99
13 6,953.13 5 1,390.62
16 6,011.70 3 2,003.90
18 7,169.97 6 1,194.99
Rural Average $ 3,064.01 4 $ 766.00
Total Average $ 102,811.87 100 $ 1,028.12
the districts were ranked in two ways, namely, according to the total 
evaluated wealth, and to the total expenditures for school purposes 
(Table 40).
District eleven ranks first in wealth and also in expenditure. 
District three ranks last in wealth but fifteenth in expenditure.
Ten districts rank lower in expenditure than they do in wealth. Nine 
districts rank higher in expenditure than in wealth and two districts 
do not change rank. It is also noticeable that the ten districts 
dropping in rank all maintain one-room rural schools only. Except 
for district six, which does not change its rank, all consolidated 
and classified school districts have a higher ranking in expenditure 
than they do in wealth. For this comparison rank number one is con­
sidered the highest rank and number twenty-one the lowest rank. On 
this basis of comparison it is evident that the districts most able 
to provide for the education of their children are not putting forth 
proportionately equal efforts. This fact may be clearly illustrated
"by pointing out the proportionate efforts as put forth "by districts 
four and eight. District eight ranks sixth in wealth "but drops to 
the twentieth place in effort. District four ranks twentieth in 
wealth but rises to sixth place in effort put forth. It is thus 
evident that in Steele County as in other sections of the state the 
amount of monies expended is determined by the desire for progressive 
education, and the services rendered by the educational institutions. 
The possibility for providing local support doubtlessly has some in­
fluence but is not the deciding factor in determining the effort put 
forth by any one dietrict in providing educational privileges, advan­
tages, and opportunities.
Table 40
Distribution of Bank in Wealth and Expenditure
Per Pupil Enrolled

























An overview of the pages of this chapter leaves the following 
impressions:
1. A total assessed evaluation of $7,103,536 is divided among 
the twenty-one districts within the county. The districts show little 
or no uniformity in the total of assessed property values.
2. The tax levies made "by the "boards of education range from 
two and ninety-eight hundredths mills to twenty-seven mills.
3. The taxable property values have decreased "by about fifty 
per cent during the last years.
4. The indebtedness in longer term bonds is decreasing and 
the total of short term certificates of indebtedness is increasing.
5. Of all local school incomes about ninety-five per cent is 
derived from the property tax.
6. The total of income for the individual districts has 
decreased by about thirteen per cent.
7. The greater the number of students enrolled and the larger 
the teaching force, the smaller the amount expended per pupil or per 
teacher. The larger the unit the greater the economy.
8. There is a decided inequality and difference in the rela­
tion of expenditure to the wealth within a district. Some districts 
put forth much greater effort to provide educational opportunities 
than do other districts.
9. Taxation within the county and the state is supplanting 
the local property tax. This move is in the interest of efficiency
and economy.
10. Administration of finances should "be based on a larger 
unit system. This practice would eliminate duplication and there­
fore waste of funds
CHAPTER 4
TRANSPORTATION OP PUPILS
Public opinion places upon the legally incorporated school dis­
trict the responsibility of providing means of transportation to and 
from school, or at least paying for such transportation beyond desig­
nated distances. Public opinion changes its conception of legal duties 
as progressive changes demand. The pioneering educational policies 
held the providing of an education as a parental duty. The parents 
chose the school, paid the tuition, and provided for personal neces­
sities. In many homes the employment of a private tutor met all 
educational obligations. As general demands for public support of 
education advanced, new legislation and new interpretation included 
transportation as a public function.
Transportation at public expense was first legalized in Mas­
sachusetts in 1869. A number of states provide that such transportation 
may be delegated to the parents with payment at reasonable rates.
North Dakota, Idaho, Montana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin per­
mit the board of education to provide for board and lodging instead 
of transportation if they so desire.1 Mr. Duncan found that twenty- 
one states specified in law the minimum distance for which transporta­
tion might be allowed. This distance varies from one-half mile to 
four miles. The greatest number designated two miles as the minimum 
distance.
In 1899 North Dakota provided for consolidation and conveyance. 
The legal provision for payment of such conveyance reads thus:^
^Duncan, Neal, "Statutory Provisions for School Transportation," 
American School Board Journal, Vol. 78 (March, 1929), p. 45." Jj
Compiled General School Laws, State of North Dakota, 1935, 
ch. 42, Section 650 (4).
"If no school is taught the required length of time within 
two miles from the residence of the child, by the nearest 
route, the school hoard or hoard of education shall, except 
in cases of consolidated schools, pay to each family whose 
child or children attend school, a sum per day for each 
day’s attendance in proportion to the distance from school, 
according to the following schedule:
From 2 miles to 2 l/4 miles.......... 5 cents per day
From 21/4 miles to 2 l/2 miles . . .  8 cents per day
From 51/2 miles to 5 3/4 miles . . .47 cents per day
From 5 3/4 miles to 6 m i l e s ........ 50 cents per day
And for each one-fourth of a mile over and heyond such 
distance of six miles from such school the further sum 
of five cents per day.
Provided that such distance shall he measured from the front 
door of the school house to the front door of the families 
residences according to the most convenient course of travel; 
provided that the hoard at its option in lieu of such pay­
ment may
(1) Furnish vehicular transportation hy public con­
veyance to such family, or
(2) Furnish such family the equivalent of such pay­
ment in lodging or tuition at some other public 
school if acceptable to the family, and when the 
school hoard or hoard of education hy resolution, 
provides for such payment, transportation, lodging, 
or tuition, the compulsory attendance law shall 
apply to all children of school age living not to 
exceed six miles from school and shall also apply 
to such children living more than six miles from 
school if vehicular transportation is furnished; 
provided, further that demand for such payment 
shall he made hy such family before the close of 
the school year or same will he deemed to have 
been waived."
From the foregoing code section it is clearly evident that 
the law recognizes transportation as a public function. The reader 
will have noticed that the above regulations do not apply to con­
solidated schools. A special statute provides for the consolidated 
school transportation. The main difference in this code is in the
schedule of rates of payment. In a consolidated district the pro­
portionate pay increases five cents for every one-fourth mile over
3a distance of two miles.
Schools and public education are indispensable to a democratic 
government. The appalling differences in educational opportunity 
become more evident with modern development and mobility of population. 
Legislation such as the above, is passed with the purpose of equaliz­
ing opportunity. To make our programs of education more effective, 
greater equalization must and will be sought.
Present Transportation Practices
Sight districts within the limits of our study have resorted 
to the use of the public vehicle for student transportation. Four 
districts paid individual families for transporting their own children. 
The other nine districts made no special provision for conveyance but 
resorted to a larger number of schools. Except for the Finley District 
all districts maintaining either consolidated or classified schools 
use the bus system. Two districts maintaining only rural schools 
have provided for a public vehicle. Of the nine schools providing 
no payment for transportation, eight maintain only rural schools.
The reports of present transportation practices, the type of 
transportation, and the statistics relative to the routes will here 
be considered from two sources. The records from the county office 
provide facts relative to the practices in 1936-37. The letters of 
inquiry sent to the bus drivers provide information relative to the
g  ■ - - --- ---------------- —-------- -- . ■ - -----  ---------- --------------------------
Compiled General School Laws, North Dakota, Section 125.
routes as they are in 1937-38.
During the year 1936-37 the eight districts using the "bus 
system of conveyance transported 298 pupils at public expense. The 
four districts using the family system transported only twenty-six 
students at public expense. During the year 1937-38 only six dis­
tricts provided for buses. These six districts reported twenty-two 
bus routes. A total of 217 pupils were transported in these six 
districts. The number of students hauled by individual drivers 
varies from four to sixteen. There seems to be little uniformity 
in the number of students transported on any one route. The aver­
age number hauled stands at nine and eight-tenths pupils (Table 41).
Table 41
Numbers of Students Transported
Drivers Re­
porting 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
such numbers_________________________________________________________
1 x x  x x x x
2 x x x x x
3 _________________ x_______x________________________________________
The number of homes represented on these routes ranges from 
two to ten. One driver reported a ten-mile drive one way to trans­
port the children from two homes. An average of four and eight-tenths 
homes were represented on these twenty-two routes. The length of the 
routes varies from three and one-half to eighteen milest the average 
length being nine and one-tenth miles one way. The condition of the 
roads differs with each individual route. Two drivers report no
graveled roads apd one driver reports gravel all the way. The longest 
route shows sixteen miles of unimproved road. The conditions of the 
roads along these given routes are shown in graphic form (Figure 3). 
Under average conditions a route of nine and one-tenth miles shows 
three and three-tenths miles of graveled road, three and three-tenths 
miles of good graded road, and two and five-tenths miles of poor or 
unimproved road. The time required to make a complete circuit along 
any route naturally depends upon road and weather conditions. The 
reports indicate that with a motor bus, the drive varies from one-third 
to o’ne hour. The average of all reports indicates that thirty-six 
minutes are required by motor bus and two hours by horse bus. Three 
routes require three hours time by horse bus.
During the winter months the road conditions often are such that 
motor buses are not used. Only one route used a motor bus all winter 
during 1936-37. The others were closed for motor transportation for 
a period ranging from two to nine weeks or an average of five and 
four-tenths weeks. In every instance the reason for such change from 
motor bus to wagon or sleigh bus was snow or other road conditions.
A number of drivers indicate that with better cooperation from parents 
and better road care, use of other than motor bus would be unnecessary. 
The following are a few of the comments as given by the drivers:
(1) "If weeds were cut no horse bus would be needed."
(2) "Better cooperation from parents. Township and county 
boards to see that weeds are removed from bus routes, also snow fences 
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(3) "Patrons should help to keep roads open and free from weeds."
(4) "They could let the route for a period of three years, then 
the driver could furnish a better bus and keep it in better condition."
Prom the foregoing quotations it seems quite evident that the 
road condition presents the great problem relative to transportation 
of students. One driver suggests that bus routes should be so planned 
that they will follow the better roads or at least plans made for the 
improvement of such roads.
A study of present practices clearly indicates that the bus 
routes are not permanently planned but rather that they are changed 
from time to time to meet changing demands or desires. In many in­
stances bus routes run along the same road. This naturally results 
in unnecessary larger costs per pupil per mile. In other instances 
two routes might be combined with little additional distance to the 
one route. An illustration showing the possible changes more clearly 
and definitely has been inserted (Figure 4). Figure 4 shows the bus 
routes as they were operated and routed in district thirteen for the 
year 1936-37. For the sake of brevity the routes have been numbered. 
Driver number one gathered the students from sections one, two, three, 
ten, eleven, and twelve and then drove directly to the school. On his 
way to school he passed five homes from which children attended school 
without taking any of these children. These children were hauled by 
driver number two. With a larger bus and better facilities driver 
number one might have picked up his children and then followed route 
number two. He would be serving all homes along both routes by the 
short additional distance of about three miles. Houte numbers four

and five might very easily "be combined. Driver number four might 
easily drive to his own southernmost home, get the children from the 
next home and then double back to the section road. A drive of two 
and one-half miles would take him to the far end of route number 
five. Thus with sin addition of only a few miles these two routes 
might also be combined. Other changes might be advisable. The given 
suggestions of consolidation of routes show that even under existing 
conditions rerouting is possible and economical. An intensive study 
of roads and home locations would show in detail where transportation 
routes should be. Short and indefinite routes greatly increase the 
cost of transportation. It is possible that some of the students 
might be transported into a different district and to a different 
school for less money than is now expended. If such rerouting and 
reconsolidation are moves of economy and efficiency, then they are 
well justified. Modern educational advancement must seek the most 
economical and yet the most effective mode of providing for all needs.
With proper rerouting more permanent bus lines could be estab­
lished. Under more stable conditions it would be possible to grant a 
term-of-years contract to a driver. The reader will recall that one 
comment made by a driver called for a longer term contract. Future 
planning would greatly aid in obtaining more cooperation in road build­
ing. More experienced drivers would give better service. Of the 
twenty-two drivers reporting, seven report no previous experience. One 
has had seventeen years of experience, but the average driver has only 
three years and nine months of experience.
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A thorough redistricting and rerouting over the entire county 
would take into consideration the highway system of Steele County. 
Steele County has a good network of state and county highways. State 
highway number seven passes through the county from east to west. 
Numbers thirty-two and thirty-eight pass through from north to south 
in the western part of the county. Many county graded and graveled 
roads are maintained. The location of such roads and also the surface 
condition of such roads is given (Figure 5). The western half of the 
county is well provided with county or state roads lying in a north 
and south or east and west direction. The eastern half of the county 
shows all main roads running in an east and west direction. The con­
dition of such county and state roads depends to a large extent upon 
the amount of maintenance equipment kept at the main centers. No 
permanent record of the conditions of these roads throughout the year 
is available. The secretary of the Greater North Dakota Association 
suggests that the impassibility of roads depends upon too many other 
factors such as precipitation, direction of wind, temperature, and 
snow removal equipment.* Secretary Ryan estimates that state highway 
number seven was closed thirty days or more but that the other two 
state roads in the county were open most of the time during the winter 
of 1936-37.
Transportation Costs
The two major factors which determine the present and the future 
possibilities regarding student transportation are roads and costs.




The cost of transportation per pupil per year varied from $32.82 to 
$120 for the bus system of conveyance. The family system cost ranged 
from two dollars and ninety-one cents to $20.96 per pupil per year.
The conveying of students by the short route bus system cost an aver­
age of $53.42 per year per child. The limited number of children 
transported by the family system reduced this type of transportation 
to $11.71 per pupil per year (Table 42). Even under existing conditions 
there is a relation of the number of children hauled by each bus to 
the cost per pupil per year. District number thirteen transports the 
largest number of students by the bus system. The cost per pupil per 
year stands at $36.26. During this same year district number seventeen 
transported only three pupils at public expense and expended $120 per 
pupil per year for this service. District seventeen expended almost 
four times as much per pupil as did districts thirteen or ten. The 
relation of cost to number of students conveyed is not so evident in 
the family system of transportation. There seems to be an increase 
in the number of districts resorting to the use of the public vehicle. 
During the last three school terms that number has increased from six 
to eight. There is a more decided fluctuation in the number of dis­
tricts using the family ̂ system although the number is decreasing. The 
cost per pupil per year changes from year to year. The family type 
of conveyance shows a cost increase during the first year of from 
$20.72 to $30.78 per pupil. During the last year this sum dropped to 
$11.71 (Table 43).
The eight districts transporting two hundred ninety-eight stu­
dents at public expense by bus paid a total of $15,919.16 for such
Table 42
Transportation Costs 1936-1937
Total Number of Pupils Average Cost Per Pupil
District Transported by Per Tear by






















Total 298 26 $427.39 $ 46.84
Average $ 53.42 $ 11.71
Trends
Table 43
in Method and Cost of Conveyance
Number of Average Number of Average
Districts Cost Per Districts Us- Cost Peryear Using Bus Pupil ing Family Pupil
Syetem Per Year System Per Year
1934-35 6 $ 45.63 6 $ 20.72
1935-36 7 41.19 2 30.78
1936-37 8 53.42 4 11.71
public service (Table 44). As previously stated this meant a cost 
of $53.42 per pupil per year or a cost of fourteen and six-tenths 
cents per pupil per day. The four districts using the family system 
transported twenty-six students at a total cost of $304.46. This 
means an expenditure of $11.71 per pupil per year or three and two- 
tenths cents per pupil per school day. With the present system of 
bus routing the cost per pupil per day is almost four times as great 
as the cost per pupil per day in the use of the family system. This 
is not a true picture since in the family system transportation pay­
ments are made only to those parents residing beyond the legal minimum 
distance from school for receiving transportation fees. The bus sys­
tem of conveyance provides transportation to all children irrespective 
of distance from school. Thus the greater cost of public vehicles also 
includes greater service to all patrons.
Table 44
Cost Per Pupil - Per Day and Per Year
Type of Number Total Average Average
Trans- of Dis- Number Cost Cost Per Cost Per
porta- tricts Us- of Per Pupil Pupil
tion _ i.ng Type Pupils Year Per Year Per Day
Bus 8 298 $ 15,919.16 $53.42 .146
Family 4 26 304.46 11.71 .032
The twenty-two drivers reporting statistics relative to bus 
route facts in the year 1937-1938 reported an average distance of 
thirty-six and four-tenths miles per day or a total for the county 
of 800.8 miles. This service required a total yearly expenditure 
of $10,589.50 or $481.34 per bus per year. Thus the cost of operating
these twenty-two buses means an expenditure of $58.83 per school 
day. Driving these vehicles 800.8 miles per day at a cost of $58.83 
means an average cost of seven and two-tenths cents per bus mile 
(Table 45).
Table 45
















22 36.4 800.8 56.83 .072
The given cost of seven and two-tenths cents per mile provides 
for the carrying of the driver and an average of five students per 
bus. The reported two hundred seventeen pupils require 3,949.4 pupil 
miles of travel. The total cost per day of $58.83 divided by the 
total pupil miles traveled per day gives to us the cost of one and 
one-half cents per pupil mile (Table 46). This sum will be divided 
in two if we consider that every driver makes two complete circuits 
per day. However, in many instances the bus driver lives near the
far end of his route. The distance from the school to the home of
the driver ranges from a few blocks to thirteen miles. The large 
majority indicate that their home is from one to four miles from 
school. This also is a determining factor in the cost of student 
tranBportat ion.
Table 46
Transportation Cost Per Pupil Mile
Average Length Number Number of Total Cost Average Cost
of Circuit_____ gfRpls Pupil Miles Per Day________Per Pupil Mile
18.2 217 3949.4 $ 58.83 015
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In order to secure changes in any social practice it is neces­
sary to lean heavily on two kinds of levers: criticism of current 
conditions, and examples of how other communities have met a similar 
need successfully. The discussion thus far has pointed out very def­
initely and vividly that great differences in expenditures exist. Some 
districts provide public vehicles for a few children at a large cost. 
Still others establish a large number of schools and pay no transporta­
tion. Suffice it here to say that there is sufficient reason for 
criticism. Our system of transportation is inefficient and costly.
Many citizens claim that public transportation is expensive but fail 
to remember that by a private system one man pays his entire trans­
portation cost in private automobile upkeep while in the public system 
type all within the community and even within the state help in making 
such payment.
Consolidation methods have been used successfully to meet the 
problem. The Lincoln Consolidated School at Tpsilanti, Michigan, has 
successfully consolidated and is transporting students today at an 
estimated cost of one-sixth that of the private cost. A territory 
which was formerly served by thirteen one-room schools and three high 
schools is now served by one school providing all work from kindergarten 
through high school. This school now owns a fleet of buses and is 
yearly reducing the cost of operation. They find that consolidation
5is effective and that transportation is economically advisable.
If Steele County shows such outstanding differences in educational
5  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Pittman, "Transportation Methods that Succeed in Michigan,"
Nations Schools, Vol. VII, No. 3 (March, 1931).
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opportunities granted and in educational and transportations!, costs, 
would it not be advisable to iron out existing difficulties by solv­
ing them as others have successfully solved similar problems? It 
seems evident that the public will gladly accept a change which would 
grant to them more service and a greater saving.
School Population and Transportation
The introductory statements relative to population within 
Steele County informed us of the uniformity of distribution through­
out the county. The western half of the county has all of the towns 
and villages. The farm districts of the western half are more 
sparsely populated than the eastern farm districts. Thus taken as 
a whole there seems to be a rather uniform distribution. This study 
deals with the schools and school population and must therefore con­
sider the inhabitants of.school age. School age includes those between 
the ages of six and twenty-one. A graphic representation includes 
all population below twenty-one years of age in the farm districts 
(Figure 6).
There is no visibly outstanding concentration of school popula­
tion. The sections in the eastern and northern part of the county 
show a greater number of homes and a correspondingly greater number 
of students in school and below school age. The large majority of 
sections show one or more homes within its boundary. The greatest 
concentration within any one section is to be found in section four 
of school district number two. This section shows eight homes with 
thirteen children in school and nine below school age.
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The townships in the northeastern part of the county show 
the greatest population concentration. Newburgh Township records 
indicated a total school age enrollment of eighty-four students.
On an average the eastern half of the county has the greatest number 
of homes per township* This eastern half of the county is served by 
rural one-room schools. The school districts providing transporta­
tion are located within the western half of the county. Thus it 
seems the more densely populated districts have resorted to the use 
of the one-room rural schools rather than to consolidation and 
t ransport at i on.
The districts having within their borders a town or village 
with a concentration of peoples have resorted to transportation of 
students. The students in the outlying parts of such districts are 
being conveyed to these centers. Thus the districts maintaining a 
consolidated or classified school and providing for high school work 
have provided further public service in the form of public conveyance. 
Those rural one-room schools resorting to the use of public conveyance 
have done so b ecause of sparsity of population in some part of such 
districts. Maintaining a one-room rural school for a few students 
was considered undesirable and therefore the board of education has 
chosen to convey the students to other schools. This is consolidation 
on a small scale. If consolidation on a small scale proves economical 
and desirable* then surely consolidation on a larger scale should 
prove equally effective. The outstanding factor in determining the 
method of transportation is the desire for educational service and the 




A review of the problems of transportation at public expense 
leads to the following brief generalizations:
1. Providing for transportation or payment of fees for such 
conveyance is legally one duty of the board of education.
2. Bight districts provided for a public vehicle, four districts 
paid individual families for conveyance, and nine districts did not 
provide for or pay for transportation.
3. The twenty-two buses used in 1937-38 transported 217 pupils 
at a cost of seven and two-tenths cents per mile or one and one-half 
cents per pupil mile.
4. The main transportation difficulty is snow blocked roads 
due to lack of proper road care.
5. Rerouting of bus routes and enlargement of units of trans­
portation would be advisable.
6. Transportation routes are not permanently planned but are 
changed from time to time. A permanently planned route and road 
building along such route is recommended.
7. The eastern half of the county has few good roads running 
north and south.
8. Farm population is more closely concentrated in the eastern 
half of the county.
9. The demands of towns and villages for a larger unit and 
for a more extensive educational offering seems to be the major factor 




The influence exerted "by any school on itB respective commu­
nity depends upon the degree to which better standards are developed 
and maintained. The practices and policies which shall he maintained 
will depend upon the leadership appointed to administer and supervise 
such education and also upon the desired policies as reflected by 
those who shall be the recipients of such service. The desires of 
the public must bebased upon local interest. We are living in an 
age of universal specialization. International and interstate rela­
tions are annually becoming more complex. The change from the domestic 
system to the modern industrial system has made man more interdependent. 
Due to climatic, geographic, geologic and other conditions, we still 
find sectionalism and sectional interests. Such sectional differences 
will have a definite influence in the determination of local and state 
educational policies.
The youth of today does not always follow in the footsteps of 
a father or mother in the selection of a career. Nevertheless, it is 
logical to expect a tendency to do so in many instances. The public 
school shall and must meet the demands of sectionalism.
North Dakota is one of these sectionalist states in that the 
widely extending prairie lands provide an ideal agricultural area.
This is also true of Steele County since it lies near and in the 
fertile valley of the Red River of the North. Seventy-two per cent 
of the total population is engaged in the agricultural industry. If
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the posterity within this region will continue in this same industry, 
then surely our schools must provide definite training possibilities 
for agriculture.
The sixty-nine schools now maintained within the county provide 
for an elementary school training and six of these also provide for 
high school work. Such elementary or high school education shall pre­
pare for life in general and makes no claim to train for industry or 
profession. In most instances the elementary curriculum Includes a 
course in agriculture hut such a course is informative and factual 
rather than preparatory The educational setup within Steele County 
makes no provision for the training of students, in school or out of 
school, for a life's career. Some provision should he made, especially 
for those students who will not enter other preparatory schools.
Fourteen districts maintain three or more rural schools within 
their area. These schools require that a teacher instruct in all sub­
jects in the first eight grades. The result of such requirements is 
a small class with a large number of recitation periods daily. The 
pupil-teacher ratio is small with a correspondingly greater cost per 
pupil. The lack of time for proper supervision results in less ef­
fective school work. The larger schools with greater enrollments and 
greater instructional specialization will more effectively guide the 
student into creative channels, while the basic studies are more ef­
ficiently supervised. From the standpoint of service the better 
organized school renders more service to the child and to the community 
at a proportionately lower cost. Departmentalization is advisable,
especially in the elementary grades, and such departmentalization 
is impractical in a school with a small enrollment and many grades.
The largest number of individual schools or small consolidated 
schools do not receive proper supervision and administration. The 
county superintendent cannot perform all office duties plus the 
proper supervision of many schools which are not always accessible.
The schools within the different districts enroll from forty- 
three to ninety per cent of those enumerated. A number of those 
enumerated are enrolled in other schools doing secondary or prepar­
atory work. The enumeration statistics are inaccurate and cannot 
be relied on too definitely. . The enumeration of students as of 
school age should tally with the enrollment. If such is not the 
case, then it is evident that the school is not meeting the needs 
of all individual students. Some students who are enrolled are not 
making full use of the opportunity provided. The student who enrolls 
applies for service in the form of teaching time and instructional 
supplies. Such supplies must be provided for all students. The 
extent to which the student will capitalize such opportunity indi­
cates the extent of economic benefit derived from such proffered 
services. On such a basis the direct economic loss varies from two 
to five per cent. This loss is unwarranted and must be eliminated.
Such elimination may be through more efficient legal provisions or 
through a program of public education to the facts. The schools 
which provide for transportation of students at public expense have 
the better attendance record. Thus transportation of students at
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public expense in all districts would tend to eliminate part of the 
loss due to poor attendance.
The distribution of population is fairly uniform. The eastern 
part of the county has a slightly denser rural population than has 
the western half. The western half seems to have about as many people 
but many of these live in villages and towns. Any attempt at reorgan­
ization must consider this difference and also the existing railroad 
centers. At present there is no direct relation between the size of 
the school district and the school population density.
Eighty-three women teachers are employed and only seventeen 
men teachers. The largest percentage of men teachers is hired in 
the town and village schools. The large number of rural one-room 
schools in the county accounts for the large number of women teachers. 
The remuneration given in the rural schools is definitely lower than 
that given in the other schools. The average for the rural school 
teacher is only $58.39 per school month. The county average indicates 
that the men teachers receive $105.75 per month whereas the lady 
teachers receive $66.94. This difference of $38.81 is partly due 
to the fact that the men have the administrative positions. The 
main conclusion which must be drawn from the difference in salary 
is that there is no definitely developed salary schedule. The 
difference in the salary paid in the various districts further 
shows that no county-wide salary schedule exists. A well arranged 
and well based schedule would provide for equal pay to men and women 
upon a definite basis. A systematic schedule and a good teacher
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tenure law would professionalize teaching as other industries are 
professionalized.
The varied valuations of taxable property in the different 
districts means unequal local abilities to support the educational 
program. The district with the greatest evaluation has more than 
twice as much in property value as the district with the lowest 
evaluation. These variations with a varied mill levy account for 
the large differences in total income received from local tax sources. 
The differences in levies made and services rendered also indicate 
a decided inequality in effort put forth by the local units.
Assessment figures show a definite drop in the total of 
estimated property values upon which taxes are levied. The depres­
sion years have brought about a tendency of leniency on the part 
of the assessors. Different individuals have different evaluation 
standards. This leniency and the lowering of evaluation basis has 
meant a monetary loss and suffering to schools. In order to continue 
to render the demanded services, nineteen school districts found it 
necessary to close their fiscal period with an outstanding debt.
The proportion of such debt varies from less than one per cent of 
the total evaluation to seven and one-half per cent of the total 
evaluation. On a per student basis, this debt ranged from ninety- 
one cents to three hundred and three dollars. The debt average for 
all rural schools was $35.01 per child.
All debts incurred may be classed as one of three different 
forms: the bonded, the certificates of indebtedness, and the warrants
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issued and outstanding but unpaid* The largest per cent of the total 
county debt is in the form of bonds. The total of such bonds decreased 
during the period under consideration. The total of the amount due 
in the form of certificates increased during this period. Only 
four schools had one hundred dollars or more outstanding in warrants 
unpaid. Bonded debts are mostly used when,building extensions are 
planned. Since no definite building programs were evident, the 
total of the bonds is decreasing. Warrants outstanding carry the 
maximum interest rate and therefore this form of incumbrance is not 
advisable. Thus the best form of incumbrance seems to be the cer­
tificate of indebtedness. They carry lower rates of interest and 
with proper arrangements can be redeemed at opportune times. Most 
of the schools have assets in the form of uncollected taxes. To 
offset this uncollected income they revert to the use of shorter 
term loans.
Taxpayers have not been able to finance all of their taxes.
Since the school has had to rely largely upon the local income, this 
inability has resulted in financial difficulties. During this fiscal 
period studied sixty-three and eight-tenths per cent of the county 
school incomes was obtained through the local property tax, six and 
seven-tenths per cent through State Apportionment, twelve and three- 
tenths per cent from State Equalization, six and one-tenth from County 
Apportionment, and eleven and one-tenth per cent from other general 
sources. It is clearly evident that if the property taxes are not 
paid by all, hardship will result. During these last years the income
tax has replaced a large percentage of the property tax. The 
state as a taxing unit has helped to "bring about more equalization. 
The practice has "been to discourage the one-room rural school and 
to encourage the larger units. This policy is commendable and 
should be encouraged. The rural one-room school is not offering 
the services that the community has a right to expect the school 
to render. The large number of schools in one district further 
reduces the possibilities for service.
Local effort is advantageous and necessary and should be 
recognized as such. However, the state should have the primary 
responsibility for providing assistance to needy districts. Such 
assistance should take into consideration the ability and effort 
of districts to support and maintain an adequate educational pro­
gram. The expenditure per teacher or per student varies greatly 
in the individual districts. The larger enrollments need not neces­
sarily have a proportionately larger teaching force. More depart­
mentalization permits a more economical teacher-pupil ratio. At 
present there seems to be little direct relation between the ability 
to provide educational opportunities and the actual effort to do so. 
A well developed program of statewide supervision and assistance 
would encourage more uniformity between ability and effort.
Transportation of students to and from school is a public 
obligation unless the distance from the home to the schoolhouse is 
less than two miles. The board of education may provide a public 
vehicle, may make arrangements with the parent or guardian to do so 
and pay for such service, or it may even provide board and lodging
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in place of providing transportation. Eight districts favor and 
use the public vehicle system. Four districts compensate the parent 
or guardian for transportation, and nine districts try to maintain 
the school within the legally prescribed distance limit. The eight 
districts paying for or providing transportation transported 298 
students. During the school year 1937-1938, only six school dis­
tricts used the bus system. These six districts operated twenty-two 
buses and transported 217 students.
The major problem in student transportation is the condition 
of the roads. The North Dakota snows handicap the users of motor 
buses. In most instances it was impossible to use the motor bus 
throughout the entire winter. The solution to this difficulty lies 
in a well planned road building program and in better maintenance of 
definitely planned bus routes. Under existing conditions bus routes 
are changed from year to year and contracts are let every year. Lack 
of proper planning often routes two drivers over the same road. This 
is obviously economically inadvisable. By consolidation of routes 
larger units could eliminate any duplication. More students could 
be carried with larger buses and the cost per student mile thus de­
creased.
The highway system within the county shows a lack of good 
north and south roads in the eastern half of the county. A well 
planned road building program would take care of this difficulty. 
These highways as well as the existing bus routes are not well 
patrolled. Snow removal equipment is not provided for such roads. 
One basic reason for the closing of such roads during the winter
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months is the failure to remove the weeds from the right-of-way.
With state and county cooperation this problem can be easily solved.
Transportation by public vehicle now shows a cost of fourteen 
and six-tenths cents per day, whereas, the family system record shows 
a cost of three and two-tenths cents per pupil per day. This seems 
to be too great a difference, but the comparison is not real or is 
it dependable. In the family system the real cost is not given, but 
the amount paid out is given. The parent has to bear the real cost 
of such transportation. There is no way to definitely determine the 
actual output by all the individual parents in such transportation. 
Thus in the public vehicle system the cost is borne by the general 
public and in the family system the individual families represented 
in school must bear the cost. It is logical that one public vehicle 
can be maintained and operated for such a purpose more economically 
than can a large number of individual automobiles. The 217 students 
carried in the twenty-two buses were carried for the small sum of 
one and one-half cents per student mile. Proper consolidation and 
elimination of present duplication would further lower this cost per 
mile. No parent could afford to maintain his automobile and trans­
port his own pupils if he were paid on this basis. The only conclu­
sion that can be drawn is that the family system of transportation 
is the more expensive even though present figures seem to indicate 
the contrary. The public vehicle system is more economical to a 
community and a school district.
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Suggestions and Recommendations
The most recent developments in corporate ownership and 
control of industry and finance have made it impossible for the 
individual states to tax the greater potential sources of revenue.
Thus the inevitable need of our present educational system is more 
federal support of public education. The proposed Harrison-Pletcher 
Bill is a great step in the right direction and Congress should be 
urged to enact such a bill into law. The reorganization of any 
existing corporate school division would be enhanced by the passage 
of this federal bill. The federal government could properly tax 
wealth where it is and spend the monies where the children live.
Centralization of authority can and will eliminate many of 
the existing evils within the schools. Politics must be taken out 
of any existing educational setup. The state administrative setup 
should directly represent the people yet should be far enough re­
moved from the people to avoid political interference with official 
duties. pr. Overt' recommends that a state board of education be 
appointed at large by the governor of the state with the consent 
of the senate. This board should consist of five to nine members 
not on salary. Necessary expenses plus regular meeting fees should 
be provided for. The term of office should be longer than the term 
of office of the governor and the expiration of terms should be 
staggered. This state board of education would appoint a commissioner 
of education for a term longer than the term of any one board member. 
The board should be free to engage the services of a well qualified
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candidate, irrespective of residence qualifications.
The commissioner of education would then he directly responsible 
for an efficient department with appointive directors in charge of 
each sub-department. The state department would he obligated to 
set the minimum standards. Proper departmentalization should allow 
the state department to set curriculum standards for elementary and 
secondary schools. A director of research should he given full co­
operation and he held responsible for providing all statistical in­
formation. Another department would have charge of the entire 
teaching personnel. Other necessary departments would he organized.
A state department of education reorganized on this basis would 
represent the people, yet it would permit the hoard to seek the can­
didate for office rather than that the candidate would seek the office. 
An appointive official would he removed from the need of political 
campaigning. With authority centralized in a commissioner and in 
the departmental directors the state department of education should 
function efficiently and satisfactorily.
To get more efficient service from the teachers within the 
state and the county, a new teacher tenure law should he enacted.
A teacher should not he required to annually look for employment. 
Satisfactory service should warrant continued service and employment 
within the school system. The details of such tenure law would need 
to he set and enforced by the state director of teaching personnel.
A tenure law is necessary to place teaching on the same basis as 
other professions.
A statewide or at least a countywide teacher salary schedule
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should he established. The schedule must necessarily he based on 
the training, experience, and service rendered. With a properly 
developed salary schedule and a teacher tenure law, the teaching 
profession would draw and hold the more capable candidates. This 
would eliminate to a large extent the practice of making teaching 
a stepping stone to other professions or business enterprises.
The Steele County school districts need reorganization with 
larger units for better administration and more uniform services 
to all desiring citizens within the county. The existing inequal­
ities can well be eliminated by detailed planning and consolidation. 
Any permanent reorganization would have to be planned with a con­
currently planned system of county and district roads and highways. 
Since roads and road conditions seem to be one main obstacle to 
consolidation, a road improvement program must be launched before 
the most practical and economical reorganization can be effected.
It is recommended that two well built and well maintained highways 
be constructed through the county in a north and south direction.
The county graded and graveled road from Hope north extended to the 
county line and on would provide one of these roads. The other would 
need to be routed and would approximately divide the two eastern 
tiers of townships. These two roads, with proper maintenance equip­
ment provided for all roads now constructed, would largely solve the 
road and transportation problem. With this problem solved, at least 
temporarily, reorganization of existing units may well be accomplished.
The number of school districts and school centers should be
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reduced. A larger district with a more or less centrally located 
school and good transportation facilities would tend to equalize 
the ability and effort to provide for an elementary, a junior high 
school, and a senior high school. Three existing high schools with 
additional "building and classroom facilities should well provide for 
all the high school students within the county.
Consolidation is practical, economical, and possible. The 
writer recommends that the entire county be reorganized and redis­
tricted as suggested (Figure 7). Under the recommended arrangement 
district number one would enclose Sharon and Westfield Townships and 
the two northern tiers of sections from Franklin and Finley Townships. 
The school center would be in the village of Sharon. All students, 
elementary and high school, would be transported to this school. The 
one school would serve the territory now served in part or in whole 
by nine schools.
District number two is only partly shown since it is recom­
mended that the Townships of Beaver Creek and Newburg be consolidated 
with the Hatton City school. All of the students would be transported 
directly to Hatton.
District number three would consist of Golden Lake, Enger, 
Primrose, and Sherbrooke Townships. This district would maintain 
only sin elementary school. All students would be transported to a 
central point where the school would be located. The high school, 
junior and senior high school, students would then be transferred to 
one or two large buses and transported to the Finley high school. At
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the close of the day these buses would return to the school center 
and from there all students would be taken to their respective homes.
District number four would serve Greenview and Easton Townships 
and the remaining parts of Franklin and Finley Townships. All students 
in this district would be transported directly to Finley and provisions 
would be made for an elementary and a high school education. District 
number five is again only partly shown as Riverside and Willow Lake 
would be consolidated with one or more districts within Griggs County. 
This district, like district number three, would maintain only an 
elementary school. This school would be located at the village of 
Luverne. The junior and senior high school students would then be 
retransferred to another high school center.
District number six would take in the townships of Hugo,
Melrose, Carpenter, and Colgate. All of the students within this 
district would be transported directly to the Hope school. Provi­
sions would be made for grades one to twelve.
The students from Edendale and Broadlawn Townships would be 
transported to a school within Traill County. It is recommended that 
these two districts be consolidated with the Clifford school.
The completion of recommendations relative to the partially 
shown districts would require a study of consolidation possibilities 
within the named counties and districts.
There would be maintained within the present bounds of Steele 
County five elementary schools and three junior and senior high schools. 
It is recommended that the six-three—three plan of organization be used
in all districts and that districts three and five offer only the 
•work of the first six years.
Reorganization as snggested would necessitate the discon­
tinuance of all one-room school buildings and three consolidated 
school buildings. These buildings could be sold for other public 
purposes and the proceeds therefrom be used in providing equipment 
in the newly organized schools.
The area served by any one district would be no less than 
seventy-two square miles (Table 47). Every district, except number 
three, would have some railroad property and a village or city center 
within its bounds.
Table 47
Classification of Schools in Reorganized Setup
District
Dumber






1 96 Classified 1 - 1 2
2 72® Classified 1 - 1 2
4 120 Classified 1 - 1 2
6 144 Classified 1 - 1 2
7 72® Classified 1 - 1 2
3 144 Consolidated 1 - 6
5 72® Consolidated 1 - 6
^ h e  size of these districts within Steele County
The transportation of students would require the planning of
permanent bus routes. The longer drives should be in a northerly 
and southerly direction. Bus units should be large enough to permit 
the use of commercial vehicles. Contracts with the drivers should
1 0 1
be for a term of years to permit the driver to properly equip 
himself with transportation facilities.
It is further recommended that a county assessor be elected 
at large and that he be held responsible for uniform property assess­
ments over the entire county. As such assessments are made, an 
accurate and reliable school census should be taken.
It is further recommended that a program of adult education 
be provided for in at least one of the three main school centers.
The adult education program should be informative but the greatest 
emphasis should be placed upon making it preparatory for life's work 
and for a career.
Finally, the writer recommends that the state department be 
encouraged to bear a greater responsibility in giving supplementary 
financial aid to school districts. The income tax is a just and 
practical tax and the use of systematic state income tax for school 
purposes will result in an equitable distribution of ability to support 
an adequate educational program.
On the basis of findings throughout this study and the inter­
pretation of such findings, it seems clearly evident that consolidation 
and reorganization will result in greatly increasing the services 
rendered by the schools of any district, and in reducing the costs 
of such increased services below the present expenditures.
The continuity of a democracy in Horth Dakota and in the United 
States demands a citizenry enlightened and informed in a highly developed 
system of public schools.
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